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ABSTRACT
Laser m icro-polishing (L pP ) is a new surface finishing technology to polish free-form
m icro-structured com ponents. U nlike conventional chem ical or m echanical m aterial
rem oval polishing process, the new L pP approach polishes a surface through m elting and
redistributing a thin layer o f m olten m aterial. A s the m olten m aterial relocates from the
local peak tow ards the local valley due to surface tension, an ultra-sm ooth surface is
achieved. H ow ever, the m elting and the flow o f m olten m aterial is a com plex
therm o-dynam ic process, w here the initial surface m icro-geom etries could largely
influence the outcom e o f the L pP process. Therefore an experim ental and statistical
approach w as applied in this thesis to investigate the polishing characteristics o f the
process, and to investigate the significance o f the initial surface m icro-geom etries in LpP.

Surface geom etries w ere treated as spatial random ized processes in the analysis. Through
com paring the surface statistical organization before and after polishing, the L pP process
w as confirm ed to achieve a sm oothen surface through redistributing high spatial
frequency com ponents into the low er spatial frequency dom ain. H ow ever, the am plitude
gain in the low er spatial frequency could be countering the polishing effect, and could
hereby define a surface geom etry lim itation to w hich L pP could apply. The Lju.P
perform ed in this thesis had a G aussian profiled laser beam and w as found to have tw o
operating regim e: a bulge form ation polishing regim e and a shallow m olten polishing
regim e. B oth regim es had its pros and cons, and different polishing strategies w ere to
apply in polishing different surface geom etries. H ow ever, in polishing a m icro-m illed
A ISI H I 3 tool steel, the L pP process w as found lim ited to polish surface geom etries
having roughness greater then 300nm R a, or it w ould elsew ise dam age and w orsen the
surface geom etry if a sm other surface w as applied. O n a continuous w ave laser polished
surface, how ever, a surface roughness o f 72nm R a w as archived on AISI H I 3 tool steel.

Keywords - Surface micro-geometry, laser micro-polishing, statistical characterization
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1

In tro d u ctio n

1.1 The Problem
C urrent and em erging m icro-fabrication m ethodologies are producing parts o f
decreasing size and increasing com plexity. H ow ever, as the m achining tolerances are
getting closer and closer tow ards the scale o f surface roughness, the desired quality o f a
finished surface becom es m ore and m ore crucial. A relatively poor surface roughness in
these m icro parts could have a significant negative im pact on their functional behavior,
especially

in

applications

such

as

m icrofluidics,

m icro-

m old

and

dies,

and

m icro- m edical im plants w here high surface roughness is unacceptable. Therefore, a
m ethod to im prove the surface quality o f these parts is necessary.
U nlike conventional chem ical or m echanical m aterial rem oval polishing process,
the new laser m icro-polishing (L pP) approach w ould sm oothen a surface geom etry
through m elting and redistributing a thin layer o f m olten m aterial. A s the m olten m aterial
relocates from the local peak tow ards the local valley due to surface tension, an ultra
sm ooth surface is achieved. H ow ever, the m elting and the flow o f m olten m aterial is a
com plex therm o-dynam ic process. The conditions o f the initial surface m icro-geom etry
could largely influence the laser-m aterial interaction, and thereby having a significant
im pact on the quality o f the L pP process. L pP researchers have acknow ledged this
phenom enon, and had therefore suggested L pP is only applicable on surfaces that w ould
have a fine pre-processed finishing [1],
H ow ever, up to now , the understandings on the effect o f a surface geom etry is
lim ited. To enhance the application o f a laser m icro-polishing process, this thesis
therefore attem pts to gain understanding on the significance o f a surface m icro-geom etry
in the L pP process. In this thesis, an experim ental and statistical approach w as perform ed
w here the initial and after polishing surface geom etries w ere taken into account. Through
com paring the statistical properties o f the surfaces, the characteristic polishing properties
and surface geom etry lim itations in a L pP process is presented in this thesis.
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1.2 Micro-surface Finishing Technologies
Sm all precision com ponents and m icro structures could in principle be fabricated
through M EM S fabricating processes, such as lithography, electroplating, LIG A , or
etching. H ow ever, due to the lim iting flexibility in these processes, a change in the
fabricating structure w ould require extensive adaption to the m anufacturing process.
Thereby, m icro fabrication through the m iniaturized conventional m echanical m achining
approach has attracted a large m arketing intention, for its high flexibility, high structural
accuracy, and high degree o f geom etric freedom . A m ong the available technologies,
m icrom illing is a m ore versatile technology, and has attracted the greatest attention in the
fabrication o f m icrofluidics, m icro- m old and dies, and m icro- m edical im plants [2-5].
H ow ever, the m icrom illing operation produces scallops, ridges and valleys as the
rotating cutting tool traverses the surface [6], N o m atter how narrow and close the tool
cut trajectory becom es, the resultant m echanically m achined surface w ill alw ays exhibit a
degree o f form error, w aviness and surface roughness. The developm ent o f a post
processing process, such as m icro-polishing, is therefore required. U nfortunately, w hile
the polishing m echanism on a non-structured continuous surface is w ell know n, the
polishing m echanism s in m icro-structures, w ithout deteriorating the overall structural
form , have not been fully established.
C hem ical-m echanical polishing (CM P) is a com m on m aterial rem oval polishing
technique applied in the M EM S fabrication. Sim ilar to abrasive polishing, the M EM S
w afer is applied under pressure against a polishing pad w ith the presence o f the silicabased alkaline slurry. As the alkaline chem ical w eakens the w afer’s silica bonding, the
sm ooth abrasive slurry particles w ould therefore erode and rem ove the high surface
features at a greater rate than the low er features. O ver tim e, a sm ooth planar surface is
achieved. H ow ever, the CM P polishing m echanism is only applicable in achieving a
planar

surface

structure,

and

thereby

could

not m eet the

needs

in polishing

m icro-structured com ponents as a post-processing o f the m icro-m illed structure.
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E lectrochem ical polishing (ECP), on the other hand, has been a feasible polishing
m echanism applied in polishing m etallic m icro- com ponents [7-10], The ECP process is
based on a principle w here anode m etal w ould ionize into an electrolyte. The m etallic
structure is subm erged into an acidic solution w ith a direct current applied. As the
polishing structure is charged positively, the m etallic ions w ill react and dissolve into the
electrolyte solution to com plete the current circuitry. The discharge o f m etallic ions
w ould occur m ore rapidly at the sharp peaks, and thereby the localized roughness peaks
are etched aw ay. U nfortunately, the EC P process does not apply polishing in a
controllably m anner. Since the m etallic ion could also dissolve in the sharp com ers and
features o f the m icro-structure, the form o f the m icro-structure could thereby be rounded
and destroyed in the EC P process [10]. Therefore, the EC P process w ould only be
suitable in polishing uniform m icro-stm ctures, such as m edical im plants, w here sharp
structural com ers are not prohibited.
A brasive polishing, also a m echanical m aterial rem oval polishing approach, is a
com m on polishing m echanism applied for achieving optical quality on the surface. The
loose abrasive approach w ould apply the abrasives suspending w ithin a polishing fluid.
A s the counterface w ould force the abrasives onto the w orkpiece, the rolling and rubbing
action betw een the abrasives and the w orkpiece w ould sm ooth out the high roughness
peaks. W hile abrasive polishing w as conventionally applied on a planar structure, recent
research from B rinksm eier et al. [11,12] had developed an abrasive polishing approach
on 3D m icro-structured surfaces. O n a linear m icro-structured V -groove m old, they have
com pared several m icro-polishing approaches, including abrasive polishing, laser
polishing, and abrasive flow m achining. W hile the abrasive flow m achining w ould polish
the grooves to achieve 60nm R a, the structural form o f the V -grooves, how ever, was
significantly rounded at the top and bottom o f the m old [11]. Therefore, a pin type and a
w heel type polishing tool was specially designed to apply abrasive polishing m ore
controllably [12]. The developed abrasive polishing and the laser polishing approach
w ere able to preserve the m o ld ’s structural form w hile obtaining a reasonable polishing
geom etry. In com parison, the designed abrasive approach w ould achieve a 5nm R a
surface, and the laser polishing approach had achieved a 520nm R a surface.
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B rinksm eier et al.

[11,12]

thereby

defined

a

significant

achievem ent

in

m icro-polishing a 3D m icro-structure. T hrough the abrasive polishing approach, they had
obtained an optical surface quality o f 5nm R a on the linear V -grooved m icro-structure.
H ow ever, despite the significance in this advancem ent, the approach shows lack in
flexibility in the polishing process - to p olish a variety o f m icro-structures, specific tool
designs w ill be required. The applied force w ould also becom e a concern w hen thin
w alled structures w ere polished. M oreover, the polishing approach is lim ited in polishing
open structures, w here the approach w ould becom e im placable or difficult to apply w hen
overhang or deep cavity structures are being polished. Therefore, an alternative polishing
approach w as investigated in this thesis.
U nlike the m aterial rem oval polishing approach presented, L pP is a contactless
energy-base polishing process. As the low -pow er laser heats and m elts a thin layer o f
m olten m aterial, the m aterial w ould redistribute to achieve an ultra-sm ooth surface
geom etry. Since there is no m aterial rem oval in the process, the form o f the given m icro
structure is preserved. The L pP is a highly controllable process, and the L pP process
could have been applied selectively on distinct m icro-structures. M oreover, the
contactless polishing property w ould m ake L pP suitable in polishing overhang and deep
cavity structures w ithout concerns o f tool w ear or surface deform ation due to applied
pressure. Therefore, to im prove our understandings on the L pP process, the L pP process
w as investigated experim entally and statistically in this thesis.
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1.3 Introduction to Laser Polishing
L aser polishing (LP) is a contactless therm al energy-based surface finishing
m ethodology. In com parison to conventional m echanical (friction) and chem ical
(etching) polishing process, the LP process has proven to be a simple m eans to autom ate
free-form surface polishing. Therefore, in com bination w ith CNC m otion control, LP
process offers the follow ing unique advantages over conventional m echanical/chem ical
polishing [1,13,14]:
■

can easily autom ate for 3D free-form polishing;

■

high reproducibility;

■

requires no physical contact w ith the part - no tool wear;

■

w ould produce clean surfaces w ith no residues;

■

ability for selective processing o f specified areas;

■

ability to be integrated w ith other laser-based process, e.g. texturing process;

■

ability to produce user-defined desired surface quality;

■

accessibility o f the laser beam allow s polishing deep zones in cavities; and

■

higher process speed w ith respect to conventional polishing processes.

The LP process m ethodologies can be classified into three categories [1]: polishing
by large-area ablation, by localized ablation, and by re-m elting. The schem atics o f the
each m ethodology are as show n in Figure 1.1.

C ross-section o f initial profile

Figure 1.1 Schematics o f the three different LP methodologies
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C onventional LP process often applies polishing through the large-area ablation
m echanism , for exam ple in polishing C V D diam ond film s and plates [1,15]. In this
approach, polishing is achieved through laser ablation that rem oves a layer o f m aterial
from the top surface. This process can be realized w hen the laser beam diam eter is fairly
w ide and covers a w ide area o f local surface irregularities. The large-area ablation
process achieves a sm oothen surface through the contrast betw een the increased ablation
on the peaks and the reduced ablation in the valleys. Therefore, this m echanism could
achieve a sm oothen surface w ithout taking into account the initial surface geometry.
H ow ever, as the ablation process is applied uncontrollably, a low peak-to-valley ablation
contrast w ould result in poor polishing efficiency w ith a relatively long processing time.
In contrast to the large-area ablation, polishing by localized ablation m echanism
requires a precise m easurem ent o f the initial surface profile. A fter the nom inal/actual
profile com parison, laser ablation is controlled in a precise pattern to rem ove only the
profile peaks. H ow ever, w hile the localized ablation m echanism is a highly controllable
process, the system needs a high precision geom etry profiler and a precise m otion
controller to function. To locate the precise position o f the profile peaks, a com plex and
costly profile m easurem ent system is required; and to adaptively control and adjust the
ablation param eters w ith respect to a particular surface geom etry, a well defined control
m otion system is necessary. This high com plexity greatly lim its the availability o f such
polishing m echanism , w here, to date, the principle o f the localized ablation m echanism
could only be described in a patent specification [16].
The third LP m ethodology involves polishing by a re-m elting process, and is the
polishing m ethodology analyzed w ithin this thesis. The re-m elting m ethodology is a new
surface finishing technique for autom ating surface polishing on a free-form structure.
U nlike the previous tw o m ethodologies, this approach w ould not rem ove any m aterial.
Instead, the applied laser energy is controlled precisely, such that it only m elts a thin
layer o f m olten m aterial over the w orkpiece. A s the m olten m aterial w ould flow from the
peak tow ards the valleys, due to surface tension, a sm oothen geom etry is achieved after
re-solidification. This process w ould only m elt a thin layer o f surface m aterial for a short
period o f tim e. Therefore the effect o f heat penetrating into the w orkpiece is controlled
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and m inim ized. Since there is no m aterial rem oved during the process, the re-m elting
m ethodology could best preserve the m achined form accuracy o f a part, and w ould
thereby allow a higher level o f autom ation. A schem atic o f the re-m elting process is
illustrated in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2 Detailed illustration o f the melting mechanism in laser polishing

1.4 Literature Review
O ver the past decade, continuous w ave (CW ) laser polishing (LP), some m ay
define as m acro-laser polishing, has attracted the attention o f num erous researchers to
investigate its potentials for polishing various m etallic parts [1,13,14,17-23]. Through the
re-m elting m echanism , m any o f these studies have proven C W LP to be an effective
m eans in reducing surface roughness on m acro-scaled structures.
In A achen, researchers at the Fraunhofer Institute o f Laser Technologies (ILT),
W illenborg et al. [1,13,14,17], w ere the first to introduce the LP process as the tw o
m acro- and m icro- polishing sub-variants. They defined LP as a tw o-step polishing
process, w hich involved a polishing pass done first w ith a CW laser, follow ed by a
surface refinem ent pass using a pulsed laser. O n a D IN 1.12343 steel sample, they have
successfully reduced ED M and m illed surface roughness from the initial R a in 1-3 pm
dow n to 0.15-0.25pm [14], W ork done by R am os et al. [18,19] focused on polishing
selective-laser-sintered (SLS) parts and have introduced tw o regim es in the CW LP
process: a shallow surface m elting (SSM ) regim e and a surface over-m elting (SOM )
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regim e. SSM and SOM are relative polishing param eters as a com parison o f the m olten
thickness w ith the roughness peak-to-valley height - SSM w ould have a m olten thickness
less than the roughness peak-to-valley height, w here SOM is the vice versa process. The
authors found that SSM is m ore desirable for effective polishing, and a m odel w as built
to estim ate the resulting roughness from both SSM and SOM [18]. W hen they polished
an SLS part m ade from LaserForm S T -100

(420 stainless pow der infiltrated w ith

bronze), they had reduced the surface roughness from R a 9.0pm dow n to 2.4pm [19].
Lam ikiz et al. [20-22] also investigated LP on SLS parts, and w ere able to reduce surface
roughness o f a SLS LaserForm S T -100® part from R a 7.5-7.8pm dow n to 1.49pm [21].
Furtherm ore, Lam ikiz denoted that the effective laser energy density (energy per surface
unit, J/cm ) is the m ost critical LP process param eter, and have investigated the effect o f
beam orientation w ith respect to the polished surface [22], U kar et al. [23] analyzed the
LP process on a D IN 1.2379 tool steel and conducted a full factorial design o f experim ent
for a 2.5kW CO 2 and a 3.1kW high-pow er diode laser. They w ere able to reduce the
surface roughness from R a 5.32pm dow n to 1.20pm and 0.80pm respectively for CO 2
laser and high-pow er diode laser, and eventually achieved over 90% R a im provem ent,
from 4.4pm to 0.36pm R a, using the high-pow er diode laser.
In spite o f the im pressive achievem ents CW LP had in m acro-scale m etallic parts,
the tem perature rise associated w ith m acro-laser polishing is too great for m ost micro
applications, and w ould cause unacceptable heating o f the substrate w hich could even
result in part distortion. In contrast to the m acro-laser polishing, laser m icro-polishing
(L pP) w as therefore investigated for im provem ent in pow er control for achieving a high
quality surface finishing in m icro structures.
U nlike m acro-laser polishing, w hich typically had a re-m elting depth betw een 20 to
200 pm , L pP is norm ally carried out using a pulsed laser w ith pulsing duration w ithin the
20 to 1000ns range. The low er pow er and sm aller polishing diam eter o f L pP contributes
to a re-m elting depth typically in the range o f 0.5 to 5pm , m aking L pP m ore suitable for
polishing m icro geom etries. Table 1.1 sum m arizes some o f the variants betw een m acroand m icro- LP process.
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Table 1.1 D ifference betw een m acro and m icro laser polishing

Features

Macro Laser Polishing

Micro Laser Polishing

L aser type

continuous w ave

pulsed laser

L aser pow er

> lk W pow er range

<70W pow er range

Pulse duration

N /A

20 to 1000 ns

R e-m elting depth

20 to 200 pm

0.5 to 5 pm

Polishing diam eter

large

small

V arious investigations [24-36] have also proven L pP to be an effective m eans in
reducing roughness on m etallic surfaces. H ow ever, due to the variant from m acro- to
m icro- laser polishing, LpP w as found ineffective in polishing rough coarse surfaces.
Thereby, a pre-processed surface w ith fine finishing is often required for the analysis.
M ai and Lim [24] investigated L pP on 304 stainless steel that had a 2B
(EuroN orm ) surface finishing using a 523nm Q -sw itched N d:Y A G laser. Through
applying 3.7W o f laser pow er, at a 5kH z repetition rate w ith a pulse length o f 160ns, the
surface roughness w as im proved from 195nm dow n to 75nm R a. M ore interestingly, M ai
and Lim further investigated the m aterial physical properties, and have found that the
m icro-hardness

distribution

w as

im proved

as

a

result

of

surface

topography

hom ogenization, and the corrosion resistance w as significantly enhanced.
Perry et al. [25-28] studied L p P on several m etallic features, including lithography
m icro-fabricated nickel sam ples, and m icro-m illed N i, Ti6A14V, SS 316, and Al 6061-T6
sam ples. A 250W 1064nm Q -sw itched N d:Y A G laser w as applied during these analyses.
A cknow ledging the L pP challenges in polishing long w avy surfaces, the researchers had
included a Fourier spatial frequency analysis approach, in addition to the R a roughness
im provem ent indicator, to justify the surface sm oothening result. B y com bining a ID heat
transfer FEM m odel to estim ate the m elting depth, and a Fourier-based fluid flow
analysis to m odel the surface geom etry and asperities, they defined the term critical
spatial frequency, / cr, to represent the spatial frequency w here significant am plitude
reduction in the L pP process could be expected. This m odel w as verified through
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analyzing the L pP process on lithography m icro-fabricated nickel sam ples [26], On
different spatial w avelength sam ples, different roughness reductions w ere obtained: Ra
w as reduced from 112nm to 15nm (87% im provem ent) on a 5pm w avelength sample;
and from 180nm to 59nm (67% im provem ent) on a 10pm w avelength sample. Through
dem onstrating that the m odel could act as a sim ple predictor o f the polishing result, they
further analyzed the f cr m odel and suggested that longer pulse durations are m ore
desirable to achieve a sm oother polishing [27]. U ltim ately, a 2D surface reduction from
R a 206nm to 70nm w as reported on a m illed Ti6A14V sam ple [28].
The Fraunhofer ILT is the m ain contributor to industrial adoption o f LP
technology. A s previously discussed, researchers at the institute applied LP as a tw o-step
m acro- and m icro- polishing process, and have successfully reduced ED M and m illed
surfaces from initial R a from l-3 p m dow n to 0.15-0.25pm [14]. O ther ongoing industrial
applications

are

continuously

being

reported

[29-36].

Process

param eters

were

established on TiA L6V 4 sam ples [32], and have show n that m illed surfaces can be
reduced from R a 250nm to 80nm w ith processing rate o f 3.3s/cm . In a LP overview
report [1], W illenborg addressed the L p P difficulty to polish rough structures, and
suggested that L pP shall be lim ited to sm ooth surface structures w ith lateral dim ensions
o f up to 40pm . They suggested the phenom enon is due to the sm all re-m elting depth o f
L pP , w here the larger surface structures rem ains unaffected and therefore cannot be
elim inated during the process. For this, pulse duration and laser intensity w ere considered
as the key processing param eter in LP process. The latest paper from C. N usser et al. [36]
had confirm ed this understanding, w here the effect o f pulse duration and laser intensity
distribution w as investigated on a D IN 1.2343 tool steel. In the process, the surface was
initially prepared w ith continuous w ave laser polishing. C. N usser found a longer pulse
duration and a top-hat laser intensity distribution w as m ore beneficial to achieve a
sm oother surface geom etry. H ow ever, m ost im portantly in the analysis, the authors had
also acknow ledged the effect o f the initial surface geom etry. From the analysis, the LpP
process w as found unable to im prove the surface geom etry, if the lateral size o f the
surface geom etry w as greater than 40pm .
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A ll investigated phenom enon strongly defines how the quality o f the initial surface
roughness plays an im portant role in assessing the polishing quality o f a L pP process.
H ow ever, in spite o f the success achievem ent in the L pP investigation, the effect o f the
initial surface has not been fully understood. Therefore, an experim ental and statistical
approach w as applied in this thesis to investigate the polishing characteristics o f the
process, and to investigate the significance o f the initial surface m icro-geom etries in LpP.

1.5 Research Motivation and Objectives
T hrough the experim ental and statistical analysis, this thesis w ould like to explore
tw o aspects o f the L pP process. First, this w ork w ould like to investigate the polishing
characteristics o f the L pP process. Then, this w ork w ould investigate how different
surface m icro-geom etries could have influence the L pP geom etric outcome.
The research objectives o f this thesis were:
■

D evelop and study a statistical representation o f a L pP process.

■

D evelop a statistical approach to ju stify surface im provem ent in LpP.

■

E xperim entally investigate the influence o f several m ajor L pP process
param eters.

■

E xperim entally investigate the significance o f the surface m icro-geom etries in
a L pP process.
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1.6 Overview of the Thesis
This research w ork w as organized into six chapters. C hapter 2 w ill provide the
background on the experim ental apparatus and a discussion on the experim ental
m ethodology that w as perform ed. C hapter 3 w ould present the statistical approach that
w as applied in this thesis, and w ould also sum m arize the prelim inary statistical analysis
o f L pP on a titanium Ti6A14V sam ple as an exam ple.
A fterw ards, the L pP analysis w as m ainly perform ed on a m icro-m illed A ISI H I 3
tool steel. In C hapter 4, the ID line L pP experim ental results on the H I 3 tool steel were
presented, and in C hapter 5, the 2D area L pP analysis w as discussed. Lastly, C hapter 6
w ould conclude the sum m arizing w ork o f this thesis, and w ould also present the
recom m endations m ade for future w ork.
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2

D e v e lo p m e n t o f L aser M icro-P olish in g (LpP) P ro c ess
L pP is a com plex process w here m any param eters could all play a critical role in

achieving the desired surface quality. To optim ize the effectiveness o f the L pP analysis
in this thesis, L pP w as described as a m ulti-level operation, and only the ID line and
2D area L pP analysis w ere perform ed for the thesis. T his chapter w ould discuss the
experim ental m ethodology applied in the thesis, and w ould discuss the correlating
relevancy betw een a spot, a line, an area, and a freeform L pP approach. The apparatuses
set-up applied in this thesis is also presented in this chapter.

2.1 LpP and its Process Parameters
L pP is a com plex process w here therm odynam ics, therm o-fluidics, and m any other
physical-m echanical processes could take place in the laser-m aterial interaction zone.
W hile there are m any process param eters to be taken into account, the m ajor L pP process
param eters could have been characterized into four categories: the laser operating
param eter, the optical properties o f the apparatus, the CN C m otion trajectory, and the
physical properties o f a w orkpiece. The schem atics o f the L pP process and the
param eters involved are as show n in Figure 2.1, w here as the laser beam m aneuvers over
the w orkpiece, an ultra-sm ooth polishing surface is achieved. The inter-correlating effect
o f each param eter, how ever, is not very w ell know n in the process, and analyzing L pP on
a free-form surface could be tim e consum ing. Therefore, to optim ize the effectiveness o f
this thesis, the L pP process w as described as a m ulti-level operation, and only the ID line
and 2D area L pP approach w ere investigated.
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Figure 2.1 Schem atics o f LpP and its processing param eters

The

schem atics in Figure 2.1

illustrates

LpP w ould polish a surface by

m aneuvering the laser beam over the w orkpiece through a defined trajectory. Since a
low -pow er pulsed laser is often applied in LpP, the L pP process could therefore be
considered as an integrative outcom e o f three sub-processes: (1) the pulsed laser m elts
and overlaps a series o f spot-like m olten pool to form a 1D polishing line; (2) the 1D line
trajectory overlaps, form ing a 2D polished area; and (3) the 2D polished area patches and
overlaps each other, to achieve a ffee-form LpP surface. Hence, the LpP process could
have been considered as a four-level integrative process as show n in Figure 2.2.
Identifying the four processing level allow s L pP process param eters to be investigated
independently in each sub-level. N ot only could this sim plify the analytical process, but it
also allow s better understanding o f the cum ulative effect each process param eter w ould
have in the advancing sub-processing level. The scope o f this thesis w ould cover the ID
line and 2D area L pP process in the experim ental statistical analysis.
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Integrative task o f LjiP

A ssociated param eters

Figure 2.2 The LpP process as a multi-level operation

2.2 Experimental Set-up of the LpP System
In this thesis, L pP experim ents w ere perform ed on a 5 axis laser polishing system
as show n in Figure 2.3. The system developed consist o f three m ajor com ponents: a
5-axis CN C m otion system , a series o f laser beam delivery optics, and a Q -sw itched
1064nm N d:Y A G laser.
The 5-axis CNC m otion system , controlled w ith A erotech m otion controller, had a
speed lim itation o f 60m m /s and a position resolution o f 0.1 (im to ensure accuracy and
repeatability. To divert the laser energy controllable onto the w orkpiece, a series o f optic
m irrors and lens w ere applied. The optical lens applied w as a f-theta objective lens,
w hich has a focal length o f 100 m m and outputs a G aussian beam profile on the
w orkpiece. The lens w as m ounted onto the CN C Z-stage for sim plicity in adjusting focal
position. T he laser system applied w as a Q -sw itched N d:Y A G laser o f 1064nm
w avelength from Spectra-Physics (m odel J80-Y H P40-106Q W ). The output o f the laser
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has a m axim um pow er o f 18W , and, depending on the pulsing frequency setting, the
output pulse duration w ould lie in betw een 30nsec to 90nsec. In this thesis, the pulsing
frequency w as set to 80kH z throughout the analysis. Thereby, according to the SpectraPhysics datasheet, the laser applied w ould have a 80nsec pulse duration.

Laser
yV'
vcvc-

Mirror

Objective lensv
Z- stage^

Argon shielding

Power meter

Workpiece
X-, Y-, B-, C-,
stages

Figure 2.3 Schematics (left) and experimental set-up (right) o f the LpP system

A lthough the Spectra-Physics laser system had an internal pow er m eter to m easure
the pow er output o f the laser, the laser beam deliver optics could introduce pow er-loss
into the system .

It is crucial to find the exact laser pow er applied onto the w orkpiece.

T herefore, a G entecEO pow er m eter (m odel: U P12E -10S-H 5) w as used to m easure and
confirm the applied laser pow er onto the sam ple surface. In this analysis, during the
experim ental approach, argon shielding w as also applied to prevent the surface to oxidize
due to the heating effect in LpP.
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2.3 Methodology for Experimental Analysis of LpP
Since the goal o f this thesis w as to investigate the effect o f the initial surface
geom etry, the experim ental approach perform ed in this thesis thereby takes into
consideration the surface geom etries before and after a L pP process. The proposed
experim ental approach had four prim ary steps: (1) m easure the original surface geom etry
w ithin an alignm ent m arker, (2) perform L pP on the m easured surface, (3) m easure the
surface geom etry after the L pP process, and (4) analyze the original and polished
surfaces to com pare the change in the surface geom etry.
For surface geom etry m easurem ent, a W Y KO N T 1100 w hite light interferom eter
profiler w ith a lA height resolution w as used. D epending on the optic settings, the
resolution and the view range o f the interferom eter is adjustable. In this thesis, the w hite
light interferom eter w as set to have a linear resolution o f 0.96pm in x- and y- axis, and
w ould have a planer m easuring range o f 460 x 6 1 4 p m

in a single m easurem ent. To

increase the m easuring envelope, the interferom eter’s auto-stitching m ode w as applied a series o f overlapping m easurem ents are taken, and best fit calculations are perform ed to
m erge the surface data into a larger surface m easurem ent. The surface data w as treated
sim ilar to a stylus profiler, and the ISO 4287, 4288, and 11562 standards were followed
carefully in this analysis. Further explanation on this statistical analysis is presented in
the follow ing chapter, C hapter 3.

2.4 Concluding Remarks
The developm ent tow ards the L p P experim ental approach w as discussed in this
chapter. L pP is a com plex process w here analyzing the full factorial L pP process on a
freeform structure is a tim e consum ing process. Therefore, to optim ize the effectiveness
in o f this thesis w ork, the LpP process w as described as an integrative process o f a four
layer m ulti-level operation. The correlating relevancy betw een a spot, a line, an area, and
a freeform L pP approach w as discussed in this chapter. In this analytical approach, the
L pP param eters could have been investigated independently at each sub-processing level.
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This therefore could

sim plify the analytical process, and w ould provide better

understanding o f the cum ulative effect o f each process param eter in a L pP process. The
scope o f this thesis w ould covered the analysis o f the ID line and the 2D area L pP
process, w ith the consideration o f the initial and after polishing surface geom etry.
The experim ental apparatus and the experim ental m ethodology were also discussed
in this chapter. In this thesis, the L pP process w as perform ed on a 5-axis CNC controlled
L pP system . The laser applied in this thesis w as a 1064nm Q-sw itched N d:Y A G laser,
and a f-theta objective lens o f focal length 100m m w as used to focus the G aussian
profiled laser beam onto the w orkpiece. A rgon shielding w as applied during the polishing
process, and a pow er m eter w as used to m easure the applied laser pow er onto the surface
w orkpiece.
In this thesis, obtaining the surface geom etries before and after the L pP process is
necessary. Therefore, the flow o f the experim ental approach w ould have had four prim ary
steps involved: (1) m easure the original surface geom etry, (2) perform L pP on the
m easured surface, (3) m easure the polished geom etry after the LpP process, and (4)
analyze the original and polished surface geom etries to com pare the variation in the
statistical organization.
In this thesis, the surface geom etries w ere to be m easured using a w hite light
interferom eter profiler. The statistical properties o f the surface w ere preform ed with
careful analysis o f the ISO 4287, 4288, and 11562 standards and several other proposed
statistical functions. Further discussion on this statistical approach is presented in the
follow ing chapter.
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3

S ta tistica l A p p roach for A n alyzin g LpP p r o c e ss
Surface characterization is com m only a random process analysis o f the surface

geom etry. Therefore to investigate the surface geom etric changes before and after the
L p P process, a statistical approach w as applied to characterize the L pP process. Several
statistical approaches w ere perform ed in the analysis, including the ISO standardized
surface m etrologies (e.g. R a), the autocorrelation function, the autospectrum s function,
the transfer function, and the coherence function. Through characterizing the L pP process
as a single input (initial roughness geom etry) single output (polished roughness
geom etry) dynam ic transform ation function, the before and after polishing surfaces were
correlated linearly w ith a 1st order aperiodic dynam ic link.

3.1 Methodology for Statistical Characterization of the LjiP Process
Surface geom etries could have been random ized, determ inistic, or a com plex
m ixture o f both. Therefore, in surface m etrology, surface characterization is necessary to
breakdow n these geom etries into significant com ponents for analysis. To classify the
different guises, surface classification is com m only based upon the random process
analysis o f the surface geom etry [37].
In this thesis, a statistical approach w as perform ed to characterize the surface
geom etries before and after the L pP process. The individual surface geom etries were
initially characterized through the ISO surface m etrology standards, the autocorrelation
function, and the autospectrum s function. To investigate the transform ation from the
initial to the polished surface geom etry, transfer function and coherence function was
also analyzed in this chapter. A schem atic o f the statistical analytical flow is presented in
Figure 3.1.
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Polished surface geometry
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Statistical Analysis:
- ISO 4287 standards
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- Autospectrums

Statistical Analysis:
- Transfer Function
- Coherence Function

Statistical Analysis:
- ISO 4287 standards
- Autocorrelation
- Autospectrums

Flow of statistical analysis performed

Figure 3.1 Flow of the experimental and statistical analysis o f the LpP process

3.2 Statistical Characterization of L(iP as a Dynamic Transfer Function
The m ain function goal o f the L pP process is to achieve a sm ooth surface geom etry
through m elting and redistributing a sm all quantity o f surface m aterial. As each laser
pulse heats and m elts a certain quantity o f the m aterial, the m olten m aterial w ould flow
from the local peaks tow ards the valley, producing an ultra-sm ooth surface on the
w orkpiece. Thus, the general LpP schem atics could have been described as show n in
Figure 3.2, w here the LpP process could have been understood as a dynam ic
transform ation o f an initial surface geom etry into the polished surface geom etry.

o

Material properties:
melt temp., viscosity

\7
Initial surface

LpP process parameters:
laser, optics, and motion

v 7

LpP process

a)
INPUT

D YN AM IC
TRANSFO RM ATIO N

Polished surface

Main function goal
OUTPUT

Kx,y)

Figure 3.2 General schematic of a LpP process (a) and its statistical model (b)
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In m anufacturing science, it is com m on to represent the surface roughness
geom etry as a ID (e.g. surface cross-section) or 2D (e.g. surface area) spatial random
process, w here surface am plitude is a random variable o f one, h(x), or tw o, h(x,y), linear
coordinates along the surface. Therefore, w hen applying control theory [38] and
correlation/spectral analysis [39] o f dynam ic system s into the schem atic presented in
Figure 3.2, the L p P process could have been considered as a m athem atical operator w(-),
w hich transform s the initial surface geom etry z(x) into the polished geom etry h(x ) , in a
ID case surface cross-section. In spatial dom ain, this transform ation can be described by
the classical convolution integral:
h(x) =

f

J-oo

w(Tj)z(x-T])drj
(1)

w here w(r/ ) is the w eighting function. Fourier transform ation o f equation (1) produces a
direct frequency-dom ain description o f the L pP process, given as:

S J j a ) = W J jo j) S J o j) and S J

oj)

= \Wzh( J o j f S zz{oj)

(2)

w here W.h(jco ) is the transfer function o f L p P process; S:h{jco) , Shh(co) , and S ::((d)
are

the

cross-spectrum

and

autospectrum s

o f the

initial

and

polished

surface

cross-sections; co is the spatial frequency; and j is the im aginary unit V - T .
The description presented allow s understanding and characterizing the L pP process
as a single-input single-output dynam ic system , i.e. the L pP process w ould dynam ically
transfer the initial surface geom etry into the polished surface geom etry. H ow ever, in this
case, the

com plete

description

o f LpP

is

only possible

w hen both

statistical

characteristics o f initial and polished surface geom etries, and the dynam ic characteristics
o f the L pP process as a dynam ic operator, are known. H ence, in this chapter, several
statistical functions, including autocorrelations, autospectrum s, transfer functions and
coherence functions, w as proposed to aid the investigation o f the L pP process.
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3.3 Parameters in Initial Experimental Analysis
To ju stify the statistical approach, a prelim inary L p P analysis w as perform ed on a
Ti6A14V sam ple w ith a grinded surface geom etry. A ID L pP trajectory was applied in
the analysis to generate a ID polishing line on the surface. U sing the w hite light
interferom eter profiler, before and after polishing surface geom etries w ere obtained,
w here a m inim um o f 5.6m m m easurem ent length had to be acquired from the ISO
standard. In this analysis, the laser param eters w ere set to perform at a 150kHz laser
pulsing frequency, at a 15mm/s trajectory feed rate, and at a 1 m m focal offset above the
sam ple surface. U sing the pow er m eter, the laser pow er applied onto the w orkpiece was
found to operate at 3W power.
W hen applying the ISO standards in surface m etrology statistics, the ISO 4287
standards w ere applied, w here the investigation had analyzed the surface statistical
properties in term s o f w aviness height (W t), arithm etic m ean surface roughness (Ra), and
m aterial ratio function (R mr). The m eaning o f the inform ative properties obtained in these
standards w ere discussed, and a com parison w as m ade w ith the autocorrelation function,
autospectrum s function, transfer function, and coherence function.

3.4 ISO Standards for Surface Geometry Analysis
In this prelim inary investigation, three ISO statistical functions, including waviness
height (W t), arithm etic m ean surface roughness (R a), and m aterial ratio function (Rmr),
w ere calculated according to the ISO 4287 standard. The m athem atical representation o f
these statistical functions is presented in equation (3) to (5) below ,

W{ = m a x(waviness profile (x)) - m in {waviness profile (x))

=T j]z(4&

(3)

(4)

V0
io o %

(5)
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w here x is the position along the curve; Lr is the sam ple length, i.e. the cu t-o ff length o f
the analysis; Ln is the evaluating length o f the profile (5 tim es the length o f Lr); and Lz is
the total length o f m aterial that is above the particular section height z.
In surface m etrology, a surface is know n to consist o f a prim ary form, a surface
w aviness, and a surface roughness. Therefore, before ISO 4287 analyses w ere perform ed,
the ISO 4288 and ISO 11562 standards w ere applied to separate surface roughness from
the w aviness structures. Figure 3.3 show s an exam ple o f the filtering profile, applied
accordingly to the ISO 11562 standards. W hen applying this filtering profile, a cutoff
length, according to ISO 4288, o f 0.8m m w as selected as the separating threshold. This
value w ould define the spatial threshold to distinguish roughness from a w aviness profile.
A fter the filter separation, the w aviness profile and the roughness profile before and after
L pP are presented in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 respectively.

Figure 3.3 Example o f ISO profile filtering standards with a 0.8mm cutoff length applied

In Figure 3.4, equation (3) w as applied and the w aviness height, W t, o f the surface
profile w as found to reduce from 2.23pin dow n to 2.17pm after the L pP process. This
figure indicates LpP had slightly im proved the flatness o f the Ti6A14V sam ple in the
process. H ow ever, this piece o f inform ation lacks the detailed description o f the
geom etric im provem ent before and after L pP w as applied, and therefore isn ’t applicable
for analyzing the effect o f surface geom etry in this thesis.
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Figure 3.4 Waviness component o f the before and after polishing surface geometry

Figure 3.5 A segment o f the roughness component before and after LpP was applied

T he arithm etic m ean surface roughness, R a, is one o f the m ost com m on surface
indicators applied in the industry. In Figure 3.5, equation (4) was applied and the LpP
process w as found to reduce the surface roughness from 577nm dow n to 452nm (21.7%
im provem ent). It is w orth m entioning, surface roughness on the grinded Ti6A14V sam ple
is not hom ogeneous. T he calculated Ra for the initial surface geom etry in the five
analytical segm ents, show n in Figure 3.3, w as found to vary betw een 526nm and 658nm,
having a 128nm deviation. A fter L|iP w as applied, the deviation w ith the polished
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roughness w as reduced to 44nm , w ith R a varying betw een 437nm and 4 8 Iran. The
roughness value achieved thereby provides strong evidence that the applied LpP process
had generated a sm oother and a m ore hom ogeneous surface geom etry on the grinded
Ti6A14V titanium sam ple. H ow ever, w hile the R a representation w as a sim ple indicator
to quantify the surface im provem ent achieved in a LpP process, the roughness value is
still insufficient to represent the m icro-geom etric changes in the LpP process.
In Figure 3.6, equation (5) w as applied for calculating the m aterial ratio function,
R mr. A ccording to ISO 4287, the m aterial ratio curve w ould express the m aterial
distribution betw een the highest and the low est peak o f the surface geom etry. In the ideal
case, w hen profile obtained is com pletely flat and uniform , the R mr curve shall be flat and
horizontal. Hence, as the R mr curve w as found leveling to horizontal in the figure, the
Lp.P process is therefore confirm ed to generate a sm oother and a m ore uniform ly
distributed surface geom etry. The height was significantly reduced at the higher and
low er ends o f the curve, confirm ing the LpP process had reduce the num ber o f sharp high
peaks and deep trenches in the process. H ow ever, this inform ation is again insufficient to
fully represent the statistical properties o f the surface geom etries before and after L ji P
w as applied. A m ore inform ative statistical analysis is required.
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3.5 Statistical Approach for Surface Geometry Analysis
3.5.1 Autocorrelations and autospectrums
A utocorrelation and autospectrum s are tw o classical statistical characterization
functions for random ized processes [39]. Treating the surface roughness as a spatial
random ized process, the autocorrelation and autospectrum s analyzes w ere presented in
this section. N otably, to com pare the statistical organization o f the before and after
polishing geom etry, the am plitude o f the autocorrelation and autospectrum s functions
w ere not norm alized in this thesis.
The autocorrelation function o f the grinded Ti6A14V sample, before and after the
L pP process, is presented in Figure 3.7. From the plot, the autocorrelation function w as
found inform ative in several m eans: (1) The grinded Ti6A14V sam ple did not consist o f
periodic repetitive surfaces. This is illustrated by the single peak at the zero lag position,
and is a strong indication that the surface roughness w as a fully random ized process.
(2) The correlation function at the zero lag equals to the variance o f the profile. The
variance has a physical m eaning, representing the averaged squared am plitude o f the
surface. Therefore, since the variance o f the surface profile w as found decreasing from
0.55pm to 0.34pm after the L pP process, this provides a strong evidence that the L pP
process had sm oothed and reduced the height o f the peaks and valleys on the surface.
(3) The autocorrelation functions obtained before and after the L pP process had a sim ilar
profile. The am plitude o f the autocorrelation had reduced at the near zero-lag regim e,
indicating the L pP process had sm oothed and reduced the height o f the peaks and valleys
on the surface. H ow ever, since the statistical organizations before and after laser
polishing w as found sim ilar, this observation indicates the overall form o f the m icro
geom etry w as preserved in the polishing process. A s later confirm ed in the autospectrum
analysis, this observation w ould suggest the L pP process applied w as insufficient in
polishing the longer spatial geom etric com ponents.
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Figure 3.7 Autocorrelation function of the shallow molten regime example

T he autospectrum s o f the initial and polished roughness profiles are presented in
Figure 3.8. O verall, this autospectrum analysis w as found to be the m ost inform ative
function in the thesis. Figure 3.8 presents a clear indication that the LpP process is m ore
effective in polishing the high spatial frequency com ponents. V isual analysis o f the
autospectrum s suggests the L pP process w as m ost effective for bandw idths above
2 5 m m '1. H ow ever, since the tw o m ost sizeable periodic com ponents, 2 .4 m m '1 and
6 .5 m m '1, w ere found present in both the initial and polished profile, this m eans the L|iP
process

w as insignificant to polish

low er spatial frequency com ponent.

Further

confirm ing this observation, the autospectrum am plitude w as found to increase in the
low er spatial frequency dom ain in less than 2 .4 m m '1. This observation suggests, w hile
the L |iP process w as effectively elim inating high spatial frequency com ponents, the LpP
process w ould increase the am plitude in the low er spatial frequency dom ain.
A detailed analysis o f the autospectrum s in the low er spatial frequency regim e was
also perform ed. A fter the cu t-o ff filter w as applied, the autospectrum s o f the w aviness
profile, presented in Figure 3.4, w as calculated in Figure 3.9. C onfirm ing the observation
in Figure 3.8, the L pP process had increased the autospectrum am plitude in the low er
spatial frequency regim e. U nlike the w aviness height, W t, that only took into account the
m axim um and m inim um o f a profile, the am plitude gain in the autospectrum m ay
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interpret the w idth o f the roughness peaks and valleys had increased in the L|uP process.
This phenom enon m ay therefore be a strong evidence o f the polishing characteristics in
the re-m elting based L |iP process. As the polishing process m elts and redistributes the
m olten m aterial, the m olten m aterial w ould therefore redistribute from high spatial
frequency peaks onto the low er spatial frequency com ponent.
From these findings, the L pP process could therefore be characterize as a spatial
filtering process, w here surface im provem ent is achieved through redistributing the high
spatial frequency com ponents into the low er spatial frequency domain.

Spatial frequency (mm1)

Figure 3.9 Detailed analysis o f the waviness autospectrums after cut-off filtering was applied
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3.5.2 Transfer and coherence functions
As introduced in section 3.2, a L p P process could have been characterized as a
single input/single output dynam ic transform ation function using control theory [38] and
correlation/spectral analysis [39]. To ju stify this approach, this section had therefore
experim entally obtained

a

L pP

transfer function

and

coherence

function using

equation (2) from section 3.2.
Surface roughness could have been understood as a sinusoidal surface profile w ith
a spatial frequency co (input) at an am plitude Az. As the L pP process m elts and
redistributes the surface m aterial, the sinusoidal surface profile o f the same spatial
frequency co (output) is therefore polished to a low er am plitude Ah, w ith potentially a cp
phase shift in the process, The physical interpolation o f the L pP transfer function is
therefore sim ply the direct transform ation from the initial input surface, z(x), to the
polished output surface, h(x), w here the m athem atical representation o f z(x) and h(x) are
presented as shown:

z(x) = A. sin(2;r co x) and h(x) = Ah sin(2;r cox-cp)

(6)

The L pP transfer function betw een the initial and the polished surface geom etry on
Ti6A14V w as experim entally obtained and is presented in Figure 3.10. From the function
obtained, several distinct inform ative features w ere observed.
A close-up o f the transfer function at the low er frequency bandw idth (Figure 3.11)
shows the m agnitude o f the transfer function, \ Wzh(jco)\, had a gain o f 0.45dB in the
w aviness. The gain w as also observed in several other low er frequency bandw idths,
especially in the 2 .4 5 m m '1, 6 .53 m m '1, and 8.92m m '1 spectral com ponents. H ow ever, at
the higher spatial frequencies in Figure 3.10, am plitude o f the L pP transfer function was
significantly reduced. This observation confirm s the findings obtained in section 3.5.1,
w here L pP is a polishing process through redistributing the high frequency profiles into
the low er frequency dom ain. In the redistribution process, L pP w ould increase the
am plitude o f existing and/or new ly form ed surface periodicities.
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From Figure 3.10, the m agnitude o f the transfer function, | Wzh(jCQ) | , w as found
falling o ff m onotonically. This allow s us to approxim ate the transfer function w ith a
1st order aperiodic (inertial) dynam ic link:

W2h(j(0) =

K
1+ Tjco

(7)

w here K and T are the gain and delay coefficients, respectively. U sing a least squares
m ean data fitting approach, the K and T coefficient param eters, and the digital
sim ulation o f (7), is presented as show n in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10 Magnitude o f the LgP transfer function between original and polished surface

Figure 3.11 Magnitude of the LgP transfer function within the low frequency bandwidth
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The significance in approxim ating the L pP process w ith the 1st order aperiodic
dynam ic link provides strong evidence that the LpP transfer function is a linear
tim e-invariant single-input single-output process. Thereby, as the L pP transfer function
w ould linearly correlate the initial surface geom etry w ith the polished surface geom etry,
the K and T coefficient param eters could therefore be expressed as a function o f the
laser operating param eters. This system approach could therefore open a new research
topic for m odeling, m onitoring, optim ization and control o f the L pP process.
To ju stify if the transfer function obtained could confidently characterize the LpP
process as a linear dynam ic operator, the square o f coherence function, Gzh(ja>), was
calculated as show n in Figure 3.12. The square o f coherence function is given as:

G;h( M =

|^ 0 '® ) l 2

S ::(j(o) S hh(jco)

(8)

w here S :h(ja>), Shh(co) , and S.,(of) are the cross-spectrum and autospectrum s o f the
initial and polished surface cross-sections; co is the spatial frequency; and j

is the

im aginary unit V - T .
V isual analysis o f the coherence function indicates that G]h(jco) falls o ff
m onotonically, to a value o f 0.8, up to the spatial frequency o f 23.83 m m '1. B ased on the
statistical and physical m eaning o f a coherence function [39], it is therefore statistically
valid to say that the obtained transfer function could linearly relate the initial surface,

z ( x ) , w ith the polished surface, h(x ) , at a 80% certainty. Thus, the coherence function
confirm s that the obtained transfer function is valid in describing the L pP process as a
linear single-input single-output dynam ic system w ithin the bandw idth up to 23.83 m m ’1.
This exam ple w ould therefore confirm the applicability o f the proposed statistical
characterization as a dynam ic transfer system , w ith respect to the L pP param eters, as
following:

W:h(jco) = (jco, la s e r - , o p tic s - , w o rk p ie c e -, m o tio n - p aram eter)
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Figure 3.12 Square of coherence function between original and polished surface

3.6 Concluding Remarks
The statistical approach applied in the L pP analysis w as presented in this chapter.
Since roughness geom etries are spatial random ized processes, this investigation therefore
proposed a statistical approach to correlate the before and after polishing surface
geom etries in the L|lxP process. The LflP process w as statistically m odeled as a dynam ic
transfer function form the initial surface geom etry into the polished surface geom etry.
B ased on this m odel, several statistical characteristics, including autocorrelations,
autospectrum s, transfer functions, and coherence functions, w ere proposed to aid the
analysis o f LpP. To ju stify the statistical approach, a prelim inary experim ental approach
w as perform ed on a grinded Ti6A14V sample.
In the experim ental approach, ISO standardized surface m etrology analyses were
also perform ed. ISO 4287, 4288, and 11562 standards w ere applied in the analysis, and
the three statistical param eters, the w aviness height (W t), arithm etic m ean surface
roughness (Ra), and m aterial ratio function (Rmr), w ere calculated. A ll three statistical
param eters had proven the LpP process had im proved the surface geom etry o f the
Ti6A14V sam ple, w here the surface roughness w as found to reduce from 577nm dow n to
452nm R a (21.7% im provem ent). H ow ever, w hile the arithm etic m ean surface roughness
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value w as effective in quantifying the surface im provem ent achieved, all three statistical
analyses w ere not able to present the surface’s m icro-geom etric change in the L pP
process. Therefore, to investigate the effect o f an initial surface geom etry, a more
inform ative statistical approach is required.
U nlike the ISO standards applied, the autocorrelation and autospectrum functions
w ould ju stify the L p P im provem ent through com paring the statistical organization o f the
surface geom etries before and after the L p P process. In the autocorrelation function, the
variance o f the surface roughness had reduced from 0.55pm to 0.34pm . This indicates a
sm oother surface geom etry w as obtained in the L pP process. H ow ever, in com paring the
statistical organizations before and after L pP , the profile o f the autocorrelation function
w as found sim ilar for both surfaces. Thereby, although the L pP process had generated a
sm oother surface geom etry, the L pP process w as found insufficient to fully m odify the
surface geom etry, and the overall form o f the surface m icro-geom etry w as found
preserved. This finding w as further enforced in the autospectrum s function. In the
autospectrum analysis, the L pP process w as found m ost effective in reducing the
am plitudes in the higher spatial frequency dom ain. H ow ever, in the low er spatial
frequencies, the L pP process w as found to increase the am plitude in these com ponents.
Therefore, the autospectrum function had confirm ed a polishing characteristic in the LpP
process. A s the polishing process m elts and redistributes the surface m aterial, the m olten
m aterial w ould therefore redistribute from the high spatial frequency peaks onto the
low er spatial frequency com ponent.
The L pP transfer function obtained had tw o inform ative findings. First, the transfer
function had confirm ed the findings in the autospectrum function, w here the L pP process
w as confirm ed to im prove surface geom etry through redistributing high spatial frequency
com ponents into the low er spatial frequency dom ain. Secondly, since the general shape
o f the transfer function w as found falling o ff m onotonically, the transfer function w as
thereby approxim ated by a 1st order aperiodic dynam ic link. The significance in this
approxim ation provides strong evidence that the L pP transfer function is a linear
tim e-invariant single-input single-output dynam ic transfer process. Therefore, in linearly
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correlating the polished surface geom etry w ith the initial surface geom etry, this opens
future research topic to m odel, m onitor, optim ization and control o f the L pP process.
The square o f coherence function w as also applied to ju stify the confidence in the
transfer function, the confidence to linearly relate the polished surface geom etry w ith the
initial surface geom etry. A s a result, the coherence function confirm s in 80% certainty
that the obtained transfer function is valid in describing the L p P process as a single-input
single-output dynam ic system w ithin a bandw idth up to 23.8 3 m m '1. This exam ple w ould
therefore confirm the applicability o f the proposed statistical representation o f the LpP
process, w here the dynam ic transfer function o f the system is presented as:

W J jc o ) = (jco, la s e r - , o p tic s - , w o rk p ie c e -, m o tio n - p aram eter)
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4

E ffect o f LpP P r o c e ss P a ra m ete rs o n Surface Q uality
This chapter sum m arizes a ID line experim ental approach that w as perform ed to

analyze the correlation betw een the initial surface geom etry and the L pP process
param eters. To differentiate the polishing quality betw een the tw o param eters, the
experim ental approach had tw o procedures involved. First, several m ajor L pP process
param eters, including the effect o f focal offset, num ber o f repetitive passes, and the
applied laser pow er, w ere analyzed individually. Then, the analysis w as perform ed on
various surface structures to observe the variation in the achievable polishing quality. To
control the initial surface geom etry, the sam ples w ere prepared through a m icro-m illing
approach, w here a 0.5m m diam eter ball-end m illing tool w as applied. Throughout the
analysis, the L pP process w as found to have tw o polishing region: (1) L pP w ith bulge
form ation; and (2) L pP w ith a shallow m olten layer. B oth regim es had its pros and cons,
and different polishing strategies w ere to apply in polishing different surface geometries.

4.1 Effect of Focal Offset
In laser m achining operations, de-focusing a laser w as often avoided to m axim ize
laser ablation. H ow ever, since one o f the functional goal in L pP is to m elt a thin layer o f
m olten m aterial, the focal offset is therefore prom oted in m any L p P investigations. The
de-focused laser w ould irritate a larger surface area, thereby redistributing the laser beam
intensity to achieve a low er pow er density on the w orkpiece. The effect o f the focal offset
param eter is illustrated as show n in Figure 4.1. N otably, in practical laser polishing
applications, the laser w ould have been defocused above (Figure 4.1c), not below
(Figure 4.1a), the w orkpiece as to avoid internal heating in the specim en.
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/ a) Focus below workpiece (-z)
Melting Threshold
Ablation Threshold

b) Focus on workpiece (z=0)
Melting Threshold
Ablation Threshold

\ c) Focus above workpiece (+z)

Laser power
distribution

Melting Threshold
Ablation Threshold
Molten diameter
Figure 4.1 Schematic of focal offset in L|iP

A ID L |iP analysis w as perform ed to investigate the effect o f the focal offset. In
the analysis, a hom ogeneous surface geom etry w as generated using a 0.5m m diam eter
ball-end m icro-m illing tool. The m illing trajectory had a 50|im step distance, w hich
thereby generated a periodic scallop on the surface w ith 20mm"1 spatial frequency, and a
surface roughness w ithin 650nm to 750nm Ra. The laser w as operating at 80kH z pulsing
frequency and at a 40m m /s m achining feedrate. U sing a pow er m eter, the laser w as found
applying 13W pow er onto the w orkpiece. Experim ental results w ere sum m arized as
show n in Figure 4.2. From the plot, tw o observations w ere m ade: (1) the operating
w indow o f this L |iP process w as in betw een 1.3mm to 2.9m m de-focal height; and (2) the
polishing process observed m ay have tw o polishing regim es.
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Figure 4.2 Results o f focal offset analysis

As the focal offset increases above the w orkpiece, the laser pow er is redistributed
and the applied pow er density therefore decreases. The laser-m aterial interaction is
therefore expected to gradually change from ablation, to m elting, and to heating. In this
polishing system , the LjuP process w as found to have a 1.6mm operative w indow ,
betw een 1.3mm to 2.9m m de-focal height. The process w as also found sensitive to the
focal offset in the analysis. This therefore confirm s L|iP is a high precision process,
w here precise CNC control is required. But in addition, this sensitivity to focal change
m ay hinder controlling the focal offset is the m ost effective m eans in controlling the L[lP
process.
Tw o polishing regim es w ere observed in the analysis, and w ere labeled as Phase I
and Phase II in Figure 4.2. The tw o regim es w ere defined base on the surface quality and
the geom etry o f the polishing line. Phase I, observed to form a bulge structure in the LpP
process, w as the m ost effective in reducing the surface roughness in the polishing
process. In the 1(a) regim e, surface roughness w as reduced from R a 726nm to 493nm
(32% im provem ent). H ow ever, the form ation o f a bulge structure could also w orsen a
surface geom etry, as observed in 1(b), the surface roughness had increased from 684nm
to 746nm (-11.7% im provem ent). In contrast, in Phase II, a shallow m olten layer was
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observed. C om parison to the Phase I param eter, the polishing quality in Phase II w as far
less effective. B ut nevertheless, the surface roughness w as still found reducing from
675nm to 601nm (11% Ra im provem ent) in this regime.

4.1.1 Statistical properties of the LpP polishing regime
To gain understanding o f the difference in the Phase 1(a), Phase 1(b), and a Phase II
polishing regim es identified in Figure 4.2, the statistical properties o f these polishing
surfaces are presented in this section.
The Phase I and Phase II regim es observed w ere nam ely called the bulge form ation
regim e and the shallow m olten regim e in the thesis. Bulge structures w ere found to be a
com m on phenom enon observed in m an y laser m achining investigations [40-43]. In laser
drilling/grooving research, bulge structures w ould form on the edge o f the m achined
hole/groove, as a recast o f the m olten m aterial; and if the applied energy w as insufficient
to ablate the m aterial, the bulge deform ation m ay still form in the center as a ‘b u m p ’
structure. Therefore, in the ID LflP analysis perform ed, a bulge structure as show n in
Figure 4.3 w as observed.

X axis (pm)

Figure 4.3 Interferometer profile of a bulge structure formed in a ID LpP analysis
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T he form ation o f this bulge structure m ay presum ably be a com bination o f the
m aterial therm oelastic expansion and the M arangoni convection effect on the w orkpiece.
A schem atic o f these phenom enon are presented as show n in Figure 4.4. A lthough the
detailed form ation o f the bulge structure is not presented in this thesis, to our
understanding, the G aussian profile o f the applied laser beam m ay be a significant factor
to the form ation o f the bulging structure.

Laser intensity profile
applied on the surface

Figure 4.4 Schematics o f the bulge formation in the LjiP process

Statistical analyses o f the Phase 1(a), Phase 1(b), and Phase II polishing param eter is
presented in Figure 4.5 to Figure 4.16. U nlike the analysis in Figure 4.2, the num ber o f
repetitive passes w as increased in this exam ple to exaggerate the features in the polishing
param eter. N evertheless, the sam e LpP param eter w as still applying a 13W laser pow er
on the sam ple at 80kH z pulsing frequency and at 40m m /s feedrate, w here the varying
exception w ould have been the focal offset param eter. The focal offset w as introduced to
redistribute the laser intensity applied onto the w orkpiece. Thereby, in the three given
polishing regim e, the only varying param eter w ould have been the applied pow er density
on the surface. In com parison, the Phase 1(a) polishing regim e w ould have had the
greatest pow er density applied, and the Phase II polishing regim e w ould thereby apply
the sm allest am ount laser pow er density onto the w orkpiece.
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Figure 4.5 Interferometer profile of the Phase 1(a) surface geometry
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Figure 4.6 Surface profile along the ID trajectory in the Phase 1(a) example
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Figure 4.7 Autocorrelation function o f the Phase 1(a) example
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a) Autospectrums o f Figure 4.6(a)

b) Autospectrums o f Figure 4.6(b)

Figure 4.8 Autospectrums o f the Phase 1(a) Figure 4.5example
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Figure 4.9 Interferometer profile o f the Phase 1(b) surface geometry
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Figure 4.10 Surface profile along the ID line trajectory in the Phase 1(b) example
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Figure 4.11 Autocorrelation function o f the Phase 1(b) example
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a) Autospectrums of Figure 4.10(a)

b) Autospectrums o f Figure 4.10(b)

Figure 4.12 Autospectrums o f the Phase 1(b) example
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Figure 4.13 Interferometer profile of the Phase II surface geometry
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Figure 4.14 Surface profile along the ID line trajectory in the Phase II example
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Figure 4.15 Autocorrelation function o f the Phase II example

a) Autospectrums of Figure 4.14(a)

b) Autospectrums o f Figure 4.14(b)

Figure 4.16 Autospectrums o f the Phase II example
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The statistical analysis o f the Phase 1(a) param eter is presented in Figure 4.5 to
Figure 4.8. From this analysis, the statistical reasoning for the Phase 1(a) param eter being
the m ost effective polishing regim e is explored. As observed in the analysis, the surface
geom etry w as com pletely re-m odified in the polishing process. The autocorrelation
function had confirm ed that the surface statistical behavior before and after polishing is
com pletely different, and the autospectrum s analysis had found the 2 0 m m '1 spatial
frequency peak w as com pletely dem olished. This thereby explains the polishing
effectiveness o f the 1(a) param eter, w here in this particular analysis, the surface
roughness had reduced from R a 700nm to 288nm (59% im provem ent).
H ow ever, the bulge form ation in the 1(a) param eter did introduce an am plitude
increase in the low er spatial frequency. This am plitude gain could counter the polishing
effect o f the L pP process. A s w e further investigate the 1(b) param eter in Figure 4.9 to
Figure 4.12, the reasoning to the R a w orsening notch observed in Figure 4.2 was
explored. From the autospectrum s, the 1(b) param eter w as found also dem olishing the
2 0 m m '1 spatial frequency com ponent to sm oothen the surface. H ow ever, the bulge
form ation w as largely dom inating the process and thereby had largely increased the
am plitude in the low er spatial frequencies. H ence, in this exam ple, the polishing effect o f
the L pP process w as countered by the structural form o f the bulging surface, and the
roughness w as found to increase from R a 677nm to 820nm (-21% im provem ent).
A nalysis o f the Phase II regim e is presented in Figure 4.13 to Figure 4.16. From the
analyses, the polishing regim e observed w as likely too shallow to sm oothen the surface
geom etry. Thereby, even w hen m ultiple polishing passes w ere applied, m ost o f the
original periodic m icro-m illed geom etries w ere still present after the L pP process. This
w as confirm ed in the statistical analyses, w here the before and after L pP surfaces were
found to generate a sim ilar profile in the autocorrelation and autospectrum s function.
N evertheless, this shallow m olten polishing param eter w as found capable to reduce the
autospectrum s am plitude even in the low er spatial spectrum frequency. As a result, the
surface w as found to im prove from
im provem ent).

from R a 717nm dow n to 626nm (13.5%
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From this analysis, several conclusions could have been m ade.
First, the statistical analysis presented confirm s the finding in C hapter 3. M ost
notably in the Phase I polishing regim e, the L pP process w as found to achieve a
sm oothen surface geom etry through redistributing high spatial frequency com ponents
into the low er spatial frequency dom ain. The Phase I polishing param eters w ere found to
be the m ost effective to polish a surface, since this polishing param eter could fully
dem olish the periodic height o f the m illing scallops. H ow ever, the am plitude gain in the
low er spatial frequencies in the polishing process could counterintuitive the overall
polishing effect. If im proper param eters w ere selected, as observed in the 1(b) polishing
param eter, a surface geom etry could have been w orsen due to this process. Therefore, in
com paring the outcom es in 1(a) and 1(b), precision CNC control and careful param eter
selection w as necessary to operate in the bulge form ation regime.
D ue to the w eaker laser density applied, the polishing effect in the Phase II shallow
m olten regim e, on the other hand, w as found ineffective in elim inating the surface
roughness geom etry. A fter polishing, m ost o f the initial surface geom etries were
preserved. N evertheless, the Phase II param eter w as a sm oother polishing process, and
w as found capable to reduce the autospectrum s am plitude even in the low er spatial
spectrum . Since no bulge form ation w ould occur, polishing in the shallow m olten regim e
w ould therefore likely require the m inim um control to achieve the fine surface finishing.
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4.2 Effect of the Number of Repetitive Passes
A s presented in the previous section, LpP analyses could have increased the
num ber o f repetitive polishing passes to exaggerate and to m axim ize the polishing
outcom e. It is therefore necessary to investigate the effect o f the num ber o f repetitive
passes in this section.
This analysis is a repeating process o f the focal offset analysis, but w ith an
increasing num ber o f repetitive polishing passes applied in the process. On the 5Opm
m icro-m illed surface, the ID LpP analysis applied w as found to have a 13.0W applied
pow er on the A ISI H I 3 sam ple. T he operating param eter w as set to 80kH z pulsing
frequency and to 40m m /s feedrate. Experim ental results w ere sum m arized as show n in
Figure 4.17. N otably, w hile the repetitive polishing pass on a single ID line could not
represent the effect o f the overlapping trajectory in a 2D L jllP process, this analysis w ould
provide b rie f understanding how the L pP process m ay interact differently on the previous
laser polished surface.

Figure 4.17 Effect o f number of repetitive polishing pass
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From the analysis, several observations w ere made.
First, as the num ber o f polishing pass increases, the applied L pP processing
param eter w as able to further im prove the given surface geom etry. H ow ever, there is a
lim it to w hich increasing the num ber o f polishing pass w ould achieve no further im prove
onto the surface geom etry. A s observed in Figure 4.17, the bulge form ation processing
param eter w as likely to m axim ize in 5 repetitive pass. This observation is im portant, as
this w ould confirm increasing the num ber o f repetitive polishing passes w ould not alter
the polishing characteristics o f the applied L pP param eter.
Secondly, the bulge form ation regim e w as again found to be the m ost effective
polishing param eter for the given surface geom etry. In this analysis, the Phase 1(a)
param eter w as found to achieve a surface reduction from R a 694nm dow n to 256nm (63%
im provem ent). H ow ever, m ost im portantly, the Phase 1(b) regim e in the single polishing
pass w as found to eventually im prove as the num ber o f repetitive polishing pass
increases. Eventually, the 1(b) notch w as found to shift tow ards a larger de-focusing
height, w here the band w idth o f the 1(b) notch w as becom ing narrow er as the num ber o f
repetitive passes increases.
Lastly, the shallow m olten regim e w as found to alw ays im prove the surface
geom etry. H ow ever, although a large repetitive pass w as applied, the effectiveness o f this
Phase II polishing param eter w as still lim ited w ithin a 15% R a im provem ent.
From this analysis, w e w ould therefore recom m end to apply the ID L pP analyses
at a higher num ber o f repetitive polishing pass, to m axim ize the polishing outcom e that is
expected for the given L pP process param eter.
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4.3 Effect of the Applied Laser Power
The applied laser pow er w as also investigated in this thesis. Through adjusting the
current applied in the laser, a varying laser pow er output w as achieved. A pow er m eter
w as used to m easure the applied laser pow er on the A ISI H I 3 w orkpiece. Four pow er
settings w ere perform ed in this analysis, and results w ere sum m arized as show n in
Figure 4.18. On the 50|im m icro-m illed surface, the laser param eter w as set to operate at
80kH z pulsing frequency and at 40m m /s feedrate. A nd to ensure the optim al polishing
quality w as achieved, each applied pow er had 10 repetitive polishing passes applied in
this analysis.

Figure 4.18 Effect of applied laser power

In the analysis, a first observation found, as the applied pow er w as low ered, the
effective polishing region w ould shift closer tow ards the focal position. R ecalling the
purpose o f focal offset, offset w as introduced to redistribute and to low er the applied
laser intensity on the surface. Therefore, as the applied laser pow er w as reduced,
effectively, a sm aller offset w as found necessary to achieve the sam e pow er density.
Thereby, w hen a low er laser pow er w as applied, it is potentially possible to perform LjjP
in the focal position.
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Secondly, the four set o f analyses had a sim ilar profiling curve. A gain, the focal
offset w as introduced as a param eter to redistribute the applied laser intensity on the
w orkpiece surface. Therefore, although the applied pow er was reduced, w e m ay assum e
the variation in the applied pow er density along the curves w ere equivalent.
Thirdly, the m olten diam eter in the analysis w as m easured to be 63 pm , 51pm ,
37pm , and 26pm , respectively at the 13W, 11W, 6.4W and 2.7W applied power.
R ecalling the focal offset schem atics in Figure 4.1, different focal offsets w ould result in
a variation to the m olten diam eter. Therefore, in this analysis, w e m ay correlate the
applied laser pow er as one o f the m ajor param eters to adjust the m olten diam eter in the
experim ental setup.
Therefore, as lastly observed, as the applied pow er w as reduced, the effectiveness
o f the L pP process had also reduced. A s w e w ere assum ing the applied pow er density
w as equivalent along the four curves obtained, this m ay therefore hinder a new polishing
param eter, the m olten diam eter, is another im portant param eter in analyzing the L pP
process. H ow ever, other than the fact the effectiveness o f the L pP process had reduced,
the effect o f the applied laser pow er w as found to have m inor effect in the L pP process.
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4.4 Effect of Initial Surface Geometry on LpP Parameter Selection
In this thesis, the initial roughness o f a surface (i.e. height o f the periodic scallops),
and the lateral size o f a surface roughness geom etry (i.e. lateral distance o f the periodic
scallops), w ere found to be the tw o m ost affecting param eters in a L pP process. The in
depth discussion on these tw o effects are presented in this section. To gain control over
the initial surface geom etry, this analysis had applied a m icro-m illing approach during
the surface preparation, w here the surface w as prepared using a 0.5m m diam eter ball-end
m icro-m illing tool. T hrough controlling the m icro-m ill cutting param eter, surfaces o f
varying roughness value w as obtained; and w hen controlling the m illing to o l’s step
trajectory, the lateral geom etry size w as controlled through the varying scallop
periodicities.

4.4.1 Initial surface roughness
Through controlling the cutting param eters in the m icro-m illing process, surfaces
o f different initial roughness w as obtained for the analysis. The m icro-m ill cutting
param eters applied could have been grouped into three categories: (1) a rough-cut
param eter; (2) a fine-cut param eter; and (3) a fine-cut param eter w ith m ultiple passes
applied. In this analysis, the m illing trajectory had a 50pm step distance applied.
R espectively, the surface roughness achieved w as thereby found to be 700nm, 300nm,
and 250nm R a in each m icro-m illing category. In the ID L pP analytical approach, the
applied laser param eter w as found to operate at 13.0W applied laser pow er, at 80kHz
pulsing frequency, and at 40m m /s laser feedrate. To ensure optim al polishing outcom es
w ere achieved, each analysis had 10 repetitive passes applied. The experim ental results
w ere sum m arized in Figure 4.19 as shown.
In Figure 4.19, notably the bulge form ation and the shallow m olten characteristic
polishing regim es w ere all observed in the analysis. H ow ever, although the same LpP
param eters w ere applied on the surfaces, the resulting polishing effect w as found to be
indifferent w hen different surface geom etries w ere polished. In contrast to the percentile
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im provem ent plot in Figure 4.19, the achieved R a in this analysis w as presented in
Figure 4.20 for better understanding o f the L(lP process. Further inform ation on the ID
surface polishing quality w as also investigated in Figure 4.21 and Figure 4.22, w here the
interferom eter profile and the autospectrum s o f the roughness profile w ere presented.
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Roughness Autospectrums
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Figure 4.21 Surface profile and its corresponding roughness autospectrums in polishing
surfaces o f various initial roughness (Phase 1(a) polishing parameter applied)
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ID Line Interferometer Profile
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Figure 4.22 Surface profile and its corresponding roughness autospectrums in polishing
surfaces o f various initial roughness (Phase II polishing parameter applied)
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From this analysis, L pP w as observed to behave indifferently if the polishing
surface had a different surface roughness. From Figure 4.19, the L pP process w as found
to be m ost effective if the initial surface roughness had R a at 700nm - the L pP process
w as m ore likely to im prove the surface quality o f the w orkpiece. H ow ever, if the initial
surface w as at R a 250nm , observations found the L p P process w ould therefore w orsen a
surface geom etry. This observation w as best illustrated in the bulge form ation polishing
regim e as presented in Figure 4.21. W hen a R a 700nm surface w as polished, the surface
roughness w as reduced from 715nm to 285nm R a (60.1% im provem ent); how ever, w hen
a R a 250nm surface w as polished, the gain in the low er spatial frequency dom ain had
counter the polishing effect o f the L pP process, and the surface geom etry w as found
w orsening from 260nm to 277nm R a (-6.5% im provem ent). In Figure 4.20, the achieved
R a in the Phase I regim e w as relatively near the R a 280nm value w hen, either surface
geom etries w ere polished. This observation m ay therefore hinder the surface quality o f
the bulge form ed in the Phase I polishing regim e is independent from the initial surface
roughness.
On the other hand, the Phase II polishing param eter was found to be more
dependent on the initial surface roughness condition. As observed in Figure 4.20, the
achieved R a in the Phase II regim e had a large varying range, w here the achieved R a
value w ould be relatively near the initial R a condition. In Figure 4.22, w hen a R a 700nm
surface w as polished, the surface roughness w as im proved from 730nm to 640nm R a
(12.4% im provem ent); how ever, w hen a R a 250nm surface w as polished, the surface
geom etry w as found to w orsen from 251nm to 295nm R a (-17.6% im provem ent).
N either o f the L pP param eters presented w ere able to polish the 250nm surface in
this analysis. Since the gain in the low er spatial frequency regim e w ere countering the
polishing effect achieved, w e m ay therefore conclude the given L pP system could only
polish surface geom etries that w ould have a surface roughness greater then R a 300nm.
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4.4.2 Lateral size of surface geometry
In the surface preparation process, the step distance o f the ball-end m icro-m illing
trajectory w as varied. This allow s the periodic structure o f the m illing track to define the
lateral size o f the surface geom etry, and therefore a surface o f varying lateral geom etry
size w as achieved. Four surfaces w ere defined through this approach, w here the
m icro-m illing step distance o f 100pm , 50pm , 33pm , and

12.5|J.m w as applied.

C orrespondingly, the processed surfaces had generated geom etries in the 10mm"1,
20m m "1, 30mm"1, and 80mm"1 spatial frequency, and the initial roughness w as found to
have Ra 455nm , 685nm , 510nm , and 445nm respectively.
In this ID analytical approach, the LpP param eter w as again operating at 13.0W
applied laser pow er, at 80kH z pulsing frequency, and at 40m m /s laser feedrate. To ensure
optim al polishing results w ere achieved, the analyses also had 10 repetitive polishing
pass applied. The experim ental outcom e o f this analysis was sum m arized in Figure 4.23
and in Figure 4.24 as shown.
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In this analyis, the LpP process w as again found to have an indifferent outcom e if
the polishing geom etry size w as varied. A lthough the sam e L|iP param eters w ere applied,
in Figure 4.23, the size o f the characterizing polishing regim e, Phase 1(a), 1(b) and II,
w ere found to indifferent on the various surface geom etries. The shift in these polishing
regim es is therefore a strong evidence that the initial surface geom etry is influencing the
outcom e o f the L pP process. A n exception w as also observed in the polishing o f a 100|im
lateral geom etry, w here tw o notch regim es w ere present in the process. Thereby, the L|iP
process is confirm ed to be a com plex polishing process, w here the laser-m aterial
interaction could largely influenced by the conditions o f an initial surface geom etry.
The bulge form ation regim e w as once again the m ost effective polishing param eter
to achieve a sm oothen surface geom etry. For all given surface geom etries, the bulge
form ation param eter w as found capable o f polishing the surface roughness to a certain
degree. Thereby, although the characterized polishing regim es w ould shift when
polishing various surface structures, the bulge form ation param eter w as suggested to
polish independently from the size o f the lateral geom etry.
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The shallow m olten regim e, on the other hand, w as found to be dependent on the
conditions o f the initial surface geom etry. From Figure 4.23, w hen polishing the 100pm,
50pm , 33pm , and 12.5pm surface geom etries, the achieved R a im provem ent was -10% ,
10%, 40% and 25% respectively. This strongly indicates the shallow m olten polishing
param eter is largely dependent on the conditions o f an initial surface geom etry, and the
shallow m olten regim e is therefore applicable to polish surface structure that is having
lateral geom etry size sm aller then 50pm . In this analysis, the shallow m olten polishing
param eter w as found to best polish a 33pm m icro-m illed surface, w here the surface
roughness w as reduced from R a 499nm to 301nm (39.7% im provem ent).
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4.5 Concluding Remarks
This chapter sum m arizes a ID L pP analysis that w as perform ed on a m icro-m illed
A ISI H I 13 tool steel sam ple. In conjunction w ith C hapter 3, this chapter had further
explored the observations behind the gain in surface w aviness after a L pP process was
applied.
In this analysis, the L p P param eters w ere characterized to have tw o polishing
regim e: a polishing regim e w here bulge form ation w as observed, nam ely the bulge
form ation regim e; and a polishing regim e w here a shallow m olten layer w as achieved,
nam ely the shallow m olten regim e. The dynam ics o f the bulge form ation is a com plicated
laser-m aterial interaction, and w as not discussed in details in this thesis. H ow ever, to our
understanding, the form ation o f the bulge structure is likely correlated w ith the G aussian
laser profile applied.
The characteristics o f the L pP process w as again confirm ed to achieve surface
polishing through redistributing surface m aterial from high spatial frequency peaks into
the low er spatial frequency dom ain. H ow ever, as this process w ould increase the
am plitude in the low er spatial frequency, this m ay potentially counter the polishing
achievem ent and w orsen a surface geom etry. This phenom enon is best observed in the
statistical analysis o f the bulge form ation regim e in this chapter. The bulge form ation
param eter w as found to be the m ost effective polishing param eter to sm oothen a surface
geom etry. Statistical analysis had found w hen polishing in this regim e, the Phase 1(a)
param eter could effectively dem olish and redistribute the periodic scallops that were
generated in m icro-m illing process. A s a result, the surface roughness w as found
reducing from 694nm dow n to 256nm R a (63% im provem ent). H ow ever, in another bulge
form ation param eter, the Phase 1(b) param eter w ould largely increased the am plitudes in
the low er spatial frequency. Thereby, although the periodic scallops w ere also
dem olished in the processing param eter, the overall roughness had increased from R a
677nm to 820nm (-21% im provem ent). This therefore confirm s the L pP process is a high
precision polishing process. To polishing in the bulge form ation regim e, careful
param eter selection and precise processing control is therefore necessary to avoid the
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surface w orsening phenom ena. N evertheless, the bulge form ation param eter w as found to
achieve the best surface finishing in any o f the analyses, and the polishing process was
found independent from the lateral periodic geom etry size o f an initial surface.
The shallow m olten regim e, on the other hand, w as less effective in polishing a
surface geom etry. Since the m olten thickness w as likely sm aller than the surface periodic
height, the param eters in the shallow m olten regim e w as unable to flatten and elim inate
the periodic structures in the L pP process. In the investigation, the overall form o f the
m icro-geom etry w as preserved in this polishing param eter, and the surface geom etry’s
statistical behavior before and after L p P w as found similar. Thereby, the polishing
achievem ent in the shallow m olten regim e w as greatly lim ited to <15% R a im provem ent
on the 50pm m icro-m illed surface. H ow ever, unlike the bulge form ation param eter, the
polishing quality o f the shallow m olten regim e w as found dependent on the conditions o f
an initial surface geom etry. The shallow m olten polishing param eter w as found
applicable only if the given lateral periodic size w as less than 50pm . Therefore, w hen
polishing a 33 pm m icro-m illed surface, the surface roughness w as successfully reduced
from 499nm to 301nm R a (39.7% im provem ent).
The effect o f several L pP processing param eter, including the focal offset, the
num ber o f repetitive pass, and the applied laser pow er, w as also discussed in the chapter.
The focal offset w as found to be the m ost im portant operating param eter in the analysis.
As the focal offset has the m ain function goal to redistribute the laser pow er distribution
on the w orkpiece, the applied laser pow er density is therefore the key param eter to
determ ine if the L pP process is operating in bulge form ation regim e or in the shallow
m olten regim e. A djusting the applied laser pow er could also adjust the applied pow er
density. H ow ever, since the focal offset could retrace the pow er density at any given laser
pow er, the focal offset is therefore the key operating param eter in this analysis. The LpP
perform ed w as unable to achieve m axim um perform ance in a single polishing pass. This
thesis w ould therefore recom m end to apply a larger num ber o f repetitive polishing pass
in the analysis, to m axim ize the characteristic outcom e o f the given L pP param eter.
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The effect o f the initial surface condition w as sum m arized into tw o effective
param eters in this chapter: the effect o f the initial roughness (i.e. the periodic height o f
the m icro-m ill scallop), and the effect o f the lateral size o f a surface geom etry (i.e. the
periodic distance o f the m icro-m ill scallop). The initial surface roughness w as found to be
the greatest lim itation in the L pP process. In the given analysis, although the sam e L pP
param eters w ere applied, a different outcom e is achieved w hen the initial surface w as
varied. The applied L pP param eter in the analysis w as found applicable to polish and
sm oothen a 50pm m icro-m illed surface, only given if the surface had an initial roughness
above 300nm R a. Since, neither o f the L pP param eters presented w as able to polish the
R a 250nm surface, due to the characteristic am plitude gain in the low er spatial frequency
regim e, w e m ay therefore conclude the given L pP system w as only applicable to polish
surface structures that had initial surface roughness larger then 300nm R a.
O n the other hand, the effect o f the lateral size o f a surface geom etry was found to
be dependent on the polishing param eter that w as applied. The bulge form ation param eter
w as found to operate independently from the lateral geom etric size. W hen polishing in
the bulge form ation regim e, the processing param eter w as found capable to dem olish the
scallop peaks and to fully re-m odify a given surface geom etry. Therefore, higher
polishing quality in the roughness reduction w as alw ays achieved in the bulge form ation
regim e, despite the lateral geom etric size o f the polishing surface. H ow ever, in contrast,
the shallow m olten regim e is largely influenced by the initial geom etric structure. Since
the shallow m olten regim e could not fully dem olish the m icro-m illed scallops, the
analysis had found the initial surface m ust have the lateral geom etric size to be sm aller
than 50pm for the shallow m olten param eter to apply.
From these analyses, the L pP process w as thereby confirm ed to be a com plex
polishing process, w here the laser-m aterial interaction could have been largely influenced
by the physical geom etric structure o f the initial surface geom etry.
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5

P re lim in a r y A n a ly sis o f a 2D (a rea ) L|iP P r o c e ss
In expanding the findings from the 1D LjiP process, a prelim inary 2D L pP analysis

w as perform ed and the results w ere sum m arized in this chapter. This chapter will present
three contents for discussion. First, in a 2D LpP process, a new m achining param eter, the
trajectory’s overlapping percentile, is introduced. A n overview o f the effect o f this new
param eter is therefore given in the first section. Second, the analytical result o f the 2D
L |iP process w ith a varying surface geom etry is also presented. Lastly, the best achieved
2D LpP surface quality in the scope o f this thesis w as presented.

5.1 Effect of the Overlapping Percentile
To polish a surface area, the line trajectories w ould overlap as show n in Figure 5.1.
W hile m any different polishing trajectories could have been considered, this analysis had
applied a m ono-scan polishing trajectory in the area polishing process. In the 2D LpP
process, a new process param eter, the overlapping percentile, w as introduced. The effect
o f the new param eter is discussed in this section.

Figure 5.1 The mono-scan polishing trajectory applied in 2D area LpP analysis
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From Figure 5.1, a 2D polishing surface is achieved as the L pP trajectory w ould
overlap each other. The am ount o f the overlapping is defined through the step distance in
the polishing trajectory. T ogether w ith the m olten diam eter o f the polishing process, the
overlap regim e w as expressed as the overlapping percentile param eter, w here the
percentage o f the overlap can be calculated using equation (9) or (10) as shown.

Overlap (% ) = 1 - (Stepover Distance / Molten Diameter) x l0 0 %

(9)

Overlap(%) = (Overlapping Distance / Molten Diameter) x l0 0 %

(10)

or

In this analysis, the 2D L pP process w as perform ed on a 33 pm step m icro-m illed
surface. Three set o f polishing param eters w ere applied in the process, w here the
polishing param eter w as selected from the previously explored Phase 1(a), Phase 1(b), and
Phase II polishing regim es in C hapter 4. Thereby, the only variation betw een the three
processing param eters w ould again be the focal offset applied. The L pP process applied
w as found operate at 13 W applied laser pow er, w ith pulsing frequency set at 80kH z and
m achining feedrate set at 40m m /s.
To correlate the 2D and ID L pP analysis, a ID L pP analysis w as initially
perform ed on the 33pm m icro-m illed surface. The achieved surface quality in this ID
analysis is presented as show n in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2 ID presentation of the three LpP parameters that were applied in 2D analysis
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The initial surface geom etry w as prepared using a 0.5m m ball-end m icro-m illing
tool. A step trajectory o f 33pm w as applied in the process. Thereby, the initial surface
geom etry w ould have a periodic structure o f 3 0 m m '1 spatial frequency. The roughness o f
the given geom etry w as found to range in betw een 700nm to 800nm Ra. A n exam ple o f
this prepared surface is presented as show n in Figure 5.3.

X axis (pm)

Y axis (pm)

Figure 5.3 Interferometer profile o f the initial micro-milled surface
(33pm step trajectory) before 2D LpP was applied

T he polishing param eters presented in Figure 5.2 w ere applied in the 2D Lp,P
polishing process. For each polishing param eter, a variety o f overlapping trajectory was
applied. The achieved interferom eter profile, and its corresponding autospectrum s, is
presented in Figure 5.4 to Figure 5.9, and the experim ental outcom e o f the overlapping
percentile analysis is presented in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.4 Surface profile and its corresponding autospectrums in the 2D LpP analysis of
various overlapping percentile (Phase 1(a) polishing parameter applied)
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Figure 5.5 Continuation o f the 2D LpP analysis in Figure 5.4 using Phase 1(a) L(0.P parameters
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Figure 5.6 Surface profile and its corresponding autospectrums in the 2D LpP analysis of
various overlapping percentile (Phase 1(b) polishing parameter applied)
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Corresponding Autospectrums
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Figure 5.7 Continuation o f the 2D LpP analysis in Figure 5.6 using Phase 1(b) L|iP parameters
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various overlapping percentile (Phase II polishing parameter applied)
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Figure 5.10 The effect o f overlapping percentile in 2D area LpP analysis

From the overlapping percentile analysis presented in Figure 5.10, several
observations could have been made.
First, a good correlation w as observed betw een the surface achievem ents in the ID
and the 2D L pP analysis. W hen the overlapping percentile w as less than 80%, the
achieved surface im provem ent in a 1D analysis w as found to reflect the achievem ents in
the 2D L |iP process. For exam ple, as the 1(b) polishing param eter w as found w orsening
the surface in the ID line polishing analysis, the param eter applied w as found also
w orsening the surface geom etry in the 2D area polishing process. This observation nicely
correlates the 2D polishing achievem ent to the 1D LpP analyses. This therefore confirm s
the ID LpP analyses could have been an effective prelim inary analysis to investigate and
to select the required L pP processing param eter.
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Secondly, as the overlapping percentile increases, the achieved surface geom etry
w ould have a better finishing quality. H ow ever, w ith different polishing param eters
applied, the im provem ent in the surface achieved w ould have been different. The 80%
overlapping percentile w as found to act as a separating threshold that w ould differentiate
the tw o different polishing strategies.
In the low er overlapping percentile regim e, w hen the overlap w ith less than 80%,
the shallow m olten regim e polishing param eter w as found to polish the surface m ore
effectively then

the

bulge

form ation

polishing param eter.

As

observed

in the

interferom eter profiles, the sm all roughness im provem ent in this low er overlapping
percentile w as largely a direct influence o f the bulge form ation in the Phase 1(a) and
Phase 1(b) polishing regim e. These bulges w ere found to propagate into 3D asperities in
the 2D L pP process, and the asperity height w as relatively large w hen a low er
overlapping percentile w as applied. O n the other hand, the Phase II param eter does not
generate such asperity profile, and therefore w ould polish effectively even at a low
overlap. Therefore, w hen a polishing process w ould require a sm aller overlap to achieve
a high polishing rate, the shallow m olten polishing param eter w ould have been the
effective polishing param eter to apply. In this analysis, w hen a 68.3% overlapping
percentile (20pm step trajectory) w as applied, the Phase II polishing param eter w as found
to reduce the surface roughness from R a 746nm to 479nm (35.79% im provem ent). This
overlapping param eter w ould correspond to a processing rate o f 2.08m in/cm .
O n the other hand, in the higher overlapping percentile regim e (polishing w ith over
80% overlap), the bulge form ation param eters w ere found to be m ore effective to polish a
surface geom etry. From the interferom eter profiles, as the overlapping percentile was
increased, the height o f the asperity w as also low ered. Thereby, an ultra-sm ooth surface
geom etry w as observed w hen the overlapping percentile is above 80%. In contrast, as
previously discussed in C hapter 4, the shallow m olten polishing regim e could not fully
dem olish the roughness structures. In a com parison betw een the interferom eter profiles in
Figure 5.9 w ith Figure 5.3, m ost o f the horizontal m icro-m illing tracks w ere preserved in
the polished process. Therefore, the bulge form ation param eter w ould achieve the best
surface finishing, but w ould require overlapping percentile to be above 80%. In this
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analysis, w hen the Phase 1(a) param eter w as polishing at a 96.8% overlapping percentile
(2pm step trajectory), the resulting surface roughness w as found to reduce from R a
746nm to 205nm (72.52% im provem ent). This overlapping param eter w ould correspond
to a processing rate o f 20.8m in/cm .
Lastly observed, although the Phase 1(b) param eter w ould w orsen a surface
geom etry in the ID L pP analysis, the 1(b) param eter could also polish a surface structure,
as long as the overlapping percentile w as above 80%. W hen the Phase 1(b) param eter w as
polishing at a 96.8% overlapping percentile (2 p m step trajectory), the resulting surface
roughness w as found to reduce from R a 776nm to 343nm (56.00% im provem ent). This
observation could thereby confirm the fundam ental polishing characteristics betw een the
Phase 1(a) and the Phase 1(b) param eters w ere the same.

5.2 2D analysis on various surface structure
As explored in chapter 4.4, the L pP process w ould polish a surface indifferently if
the initial surface geom etry w as different. A s a continuous w ork from the ID L pP
analysis, a prelim inary analysis w as also perform ed to analyze the 2D L pP process on
various surface structure.
In this analysis, the A ISI H13 surface w as m icro-m illed w ith a 0.5m m ball-end
m icro-m illing tool. H ow ever, the m illing step trajectory applied w as 200pm . As a result,
the surface generated had an initial roughness o f 3.8pm R a and a dom inating spatial
frequency at 5 m m '1. The L pP Phase 1(a) param eter applied in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5,
and the Phase II param eters applied in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9, are applied in this
analysis. The achieved interferom eter profile and its corresponding autospectrum in this
analysis are presented in Figure 5.11 to Figure 5.14, and the experim ental outcom e o f this
analysis is sum m arized in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.11 Surface profile and its corresponding autospectrums in the 2D LpP analysis using
the Phase 1(a) LpP parameter to polish a surface of 200pm geometry size
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Figure 5.12 Continuation of the 2D LjiP analysis in Figure 5.11 using the Phase 1(a) L|iP parameter
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Figure 5.13 Surface profile and its corresponding autospectrums in the 2D LpP analysis using
the Phase II LpP parameter to polish a surface o f 200pm geometry size
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Corresponding Autospectrums
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Figure 5.14 Continuation o f the 2D LpP analysis in Figure 5.13 using the Phase 1(a) LpP parameter
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Figure 5.15 2D LpP analysis on surfaces of different spatial frequency

In com parison to the analysis obtained in Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5, Figure 5.8 and
Figure 5.9, the 200pm structure w as found to be a difficult structure to polish. From the
interferom eter profile obtained in Figure 5.11 to Figure 5.14, the 200pm m icro-m illing
scallop structure w as found to rem ain in every single L pP process. H ow ever, in
Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12, as the overlap percentile increases, the bulge form ation
param eter w as found effectively reducing the peaks o f the 200pm structure. Eventually,
w hen the surface w as polished w ith a 96.8% overlapping percentile (2pm step trajectory),
the surface roughness w as reduced from R a 3.75pm to 2.23pm (40.56% im provem ent). In
contrast, the shallow m olten polishing param eter, how ever, w as unable to polish the
given surface structure, since the roughness w as found increasing from 3.83pm to
3.98pm Ra (-4.22% im provem ent).
T his analysis w ould therefore confirm the findings explored in C hapter 4. The
shallow m olten polishing regim e could not polish surface structures that have lateral
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geom etric size greater than 50pm . Thereby, as confirm ed, the Phase II polishing
param eter applied w as found unable to polish this 200pm step structure; The bulge
form ation polishing regim e, on the other hand, w as suggested to polishing independently
from the geom etric size o f the initial surface. Thereby, as observed, the polishing
param eter w as able to reduce the surface roughness from 3.75pm to 2.23pm (40.56%
im provem ent). This therefore confirm s the bulge form ation polishing param eter is a
surface independent polishing process, w here on the other hand, the quality o f the
shallow m olten polishing param eter is largely dependent on the conditions o f the initial
surface structure.
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5.3 Best 2D LpP surface achieved
To finalize the achievem ents in this thesis, this section w ould present the best
achieved L p P surface on the A ISI H I 3 tool steel sample. U nlike the previous approaches
in the thesis, this analysis had applied a tw o-phase polishing approach to sm oothen the
H I 3 tool steel sample. The initial surface geom etry was prepared through a C W LP
process. The C W LP applied had a polishing trajectory o f 50pm step distance. As a
result, the C W LP process w as found im proved the grinded H I 3 tool steel specim en w ith
a roughness reduction from 1.3pm to 130nm, w ith resulting spatial frequency o f 20m m '1.
In this tw o-phase polishing approach, the Phase 1(a) param eter presented section
5.1 w as applied to achieve sm ooth polishing on the CW LP surface. The laser pow er was
found to apply 13W laser pow er onto the surface. In the process, the laser operating
param eters w ere set to have pulsing frequency at 80kHz, and trajectory feedrate at
20m m /s.
For com parison, a ID L pP analysis w as also perform ed on this surface. The ID
interferom eter profile, and its corresponding A utospectrum s, is presented in Figure 5.16
and Figure 5.17. N otably, the trajectory’s m olten diam eter on this CW LP surface was
found to be 80pm , 20pm w ider then that achieved on the m icro-m illed surface. This m ay
hinder the A ISI H I 3 m aterial properties w ere altered during the C W LP process. In the
ID analysis, the Phase 1(a) param eter applied had reduced the surface roughness from
191nm to 61nm R a. This therefore confirm s the applied L pP param eter is a suitable
processing param eter to achieve a fine area finishing.
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Amnlitude inm *mm)

Figure 5.16 Interferometer profile o f a ID LpP analysis on CW LP surface

a) Autospectrums o f the raw surface profile

b) Autospectrums of the roughness profile
after ISO filtering was applied

Figure 5.17 Autospectrums o f the LpP parameter applied in Figure 5.16
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In the 2D L pP process, the applied polishing trajectory was at a 88.6% overlapping
percentile. This polishing process w as found significant to im prove the surface geom etry
o f the C W LP surface, w here the surface roughens w as found to reduce from R a 193nm
dow n to 72nm . T he surface interferom eter profile o f this analysis is presented in Figure

Profile height Z (jim)

5.18, and the picture o f the achieved surface is presented in Figure 5.19.

a) CW LP surface

a) LuP surface

Figure 5.18 Interferometer profile o f the best achieved 2D LgP surface
before (left) and after (right) the LpP process

Figure 5.19 AISI H I3 tool steel specimen which was polished through a two-phase polishing
approach: initially using CW LP to achieve Ra 191nm, then through LpP to achieve Ra 72nm.
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C ontradicting the findings achieved in C hapter 4, the L pP process w as found
capable to polish the C W LP surface that had an initial surface roughness o f R a 191nm. If
the sam e polishing param eter w as applied onto the m icro-m illed structure, the polishing
param eter w as expected to w orsen the surface geom etry. H ow ever, since L pP applied in
this analysis w as capable to sm oothen the surface roughness o f 191nm R a, this thereby
suggests the m aterial properties m ay have been altered in the CW LP process. To further
investigate this phenom enon, m aterial analysis is therefore strongly recom m ended in
future analysis.
N evertheless, the L pP process w as capable to further im prove a CW LP surface,
and in the tw o-phase laser polishing process, the surface roughness o f the grinded AISI
H13 tool steel w as reduced from R a 1.3pm to 72nm.

5.4 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, a prelim inary analysis o f the 2D L pP process w as perform ed. As a
continuation o f the findings in C hapter 4, this chapter w as able to correlate the
achievem ents in the ID L pP analysis w ith the expected outcom e in the 2D L pP process if the ID L pP analysis w ould im prove and sm oothen a surface geom etry, the same
outcom e is expected in the 2D L pP process. Therefore, this observation w ould confirm
the ID L pP analysis is a sim ple and effective prelim inary analysis to investigate and to
select the required L pP processing param eter.
The effect o f a new processing param eter, the overlapping percentile, was
discussed in this chapter. The overlapping percentile is a ratio betw een the polishing step
trajectory and the m olten L pP diam eter on the w orkpiece. In general, the finer was the
polishing step trajectory, the higher w as the overlapping percentile, and the better would
the achieved surface quality becom e. H ow ever, w ith the different polishing param eters
applied, the im provem ent in the surface achievem ent w ould also be different. In this
analysis, the 80% overlapping percentile w as found to act as a separating threshold that
could differentiate the tw o different polishing strategies.
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The bulge structure form ed in the bulge form ation param eter w as found to generate
large asperities on the surface w hen a small overlapping percentile w as applied. Since the
shallow m olten regim e does not have this issue, the shallow m olten polishing regim e was
therefore achieving a better surface finishing then the bulge form ation param eter, w hen
the overlapping percentile w as less than 80%. Therefore, w hen a polishing process w ould
require a sm all overlapping percentile to save tim e, the shallow m olten polishing
param eter w ould have been the effective polishing param eter to apply. In this analysis,
w hen a 68.3% overlapping percentile (20pm step trajectory) w as applied, the Phase II
polishing param eter w as found to reduce the surface roughness from R a 746nm to 479nm
(35.79% im provem ent).
O n the other hand, w hen a large overlapping percentile w as applied, the height o f
the asperities form ed in the bulge form ation param eter w as very m inim um . A n ultra
sm ooth surface geom etry w as therefore achieved w hen the bulge form ation param eter
w as applied. In contrast, the shallow m olten param eter, how ever, w as unable to elim inate
the structural roughness on the surface. Thereby, in com parison, the bulge form ation
param eter w ould have been m ore applicable to polish the surface geom etry w hen the
overlapping percentile above 80%. In this analysis, w hen the Phase 1(a) param eter w as
polishing at a 96.8% overlapping percentile (2pm step trajectory), the resulting surface
roughness w as found to reduce from R a 746nm to 205nm (72.52% im provem ent).
Therefore, in short, the bulge form ation param eter could achieve the best surface
finishing, but m ust operate at a high overlapping percentile o f above 80%. The shallow
m olten param eter, on the other hand, is m ore applicable to polishing w ith a low er
overlapping percentile, and is applied if a shorter processing tim e is required.
A 2D L pP analysis w as also perform ed on a 200pm step m icro-m illed surface. In
the analysis, the bulge form ation param eter w as able to reduce the surface roughness
from R a 3.75pm to 2.23pm (40.56% im provem ent), w here the shallow m olten param eter
w ould slightly w orsen the surface geom etry from 3.83pm to 3.98pm R a (-4.22%
im provem ent). This therefore confirm s the findings in C hapter 4, w here the bulge
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form ation param eter is a surface independent polishing process, and the shallow m olten
polishing param eter is a surface dependent polishing process.
Lastly, a tw o-phase laser polishing process w as also investigated, w here CW LP
and L pP w as applied on a grinded A ISI H I 3 surface. Initially, the C W LP process
perform ed had reduced the grinded surface roughness from R a 1.3pm dow n to 191nm.
A ccording to the achievem ents found in C hapter 4, the L pP param eters applied should
not be applicable to polish this surface structure. H ow ever, in this analysis, the LpP
process w as found further polishing the C W LP surface geom etry, w here the surface
roughness w as reduced from R a 191nm to 72nm . This m ay hinder the A ISI H I 3 m aterial
properties m ay have been altered in the C W LP process. To investigate this phenom enon,
m aterial analysis is therefore strongly recom m ended in future analysis.
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6

S u m m ary, C o n clu sio n s a n d Future R eco m m en d a tio n s

6.1 Summary
In this thesis, an experim ental and statistical approach w as perform ed, to
investigate the polishing characteristics o f a L pP process, and to investigate the influence
o f the initial m icro-geom etries in the polishing process. In C hapter 1, the research
m otivation and the literature review o f L p P process w as presented, and in C hapter 2, the
experim ental apparatus and the L pP experim ental m ethodology was discussed. In this
thesis, the statistical approach perform ed w ould com pare the surface statistical behaviors
on the before and after polishing surfaces. The detail o f this statistical approach is
therefore discussed in C hapter 3.
In this w ork, the L pP process w as investigated on a m icro-m illed A ISI H I 3 tool
steel. ID L pP analysis w as perform ed on the surface, and the results w ere sum m arized in
C hapter 4. Several m ajor L pP factors w ere discussed in the chapter, including the effect
o f focal offset, repetitive overlapping passes, applied laser pow er, and also the effect o f
initial surface geom etry. Throughout the analysis, the G aussian profiled laser beam was
found to have tw o polishing regim es: a bulge form ation polishing regim e, and a shallow
m olten polishing regim e. For different polishing regim e, different polishing strategies
w ould have been applied to polish different surface geom etries.
2D L pP analysis w as also perform ed on the m icro-m illed A ISI H I 3 tool steel, and
the results w ere sum m arized in C hapter 5. In the chapter, the effect o f the new L pP
process param eter, the overlapping percentile, w as discussed. The 2D L p P analysis w as
perform ed on various m icro-m illed surfaces. A strong correlation betw een the ID and the
2D L pP analysis w as found. This confirm s the ID L pP analyses could have been a
sim ple and effective prelim inary analysis to investigate and to select the required L pP
processing param eter. In the end o f this thesis, the best achieved L pP surface on A ISI
H I 3 tool steel w as presented. A tw o-phase polishing approach w as applied, using CW LP
and L pP. Eventually, a surface o f R a 72nm roughness was achieved.
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From the studies perform ed, the w ork in this thesis is sum m arized in the following:
1. ISO standards, such as the arithm etic m ean surface roughness (Ra), are good
statistical m easurem ents to quantify the surface im provem ent in a L pP
process. H ow ever, these m easurem ents could not present the statistical
geom etric changes in the L pP process. Therefore, statistical functions to
describe

initial

and

polished

geom etries

(e.g.

autocorrelation

and

autospectrum s), and statistical functions to describe the transform ation from
the initial to the polished surface geom etry (e.g. transfer function and
coherence function), should have been applied in the analysis.
2. In C hapter 3, the L p P process w as characterized to achieve surface
polishing through m elting and redistributing a thin layer o f m olten m aterial.
A s the m aterial relocates, the process w ould redistribute high spatial
frequency com ponents into the low er spatial frequency domain. Thereby, as
the polishing effect w ould sm oothen the high spatial frequency com ponents,
the gain in the low er spatial frequency m ay counter the polishing effect
achieved in the L p P process.
3. In C hapter 4, the G aussian profiled laser beam was found to have two
polishing regim es: a bulge form ation regim e, and a shallow m olten regim e.
The bulge form ation regim e w as found to be the m ost effective polishing
param eter to achieve the ultra-sm ooth surface geom etry. In this polishing
param eter, the m icro-m illed periodic scallops w ere fully dem olished in the
process. H ow ever, the form ation o f the bulge structure could also introduce
a large gain in the low er spatial frequency. This w as observed to counter
and w orsen a surface geom etry w hen the im proper param eters w ere
selected. Therefore, to polishing in the bulge form ation regim e, careful
param eter selection and high precision control is required to avoid surface
w orsening.
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4. The shallow m olten regim e, on the other hand, is less effective in polishing
the m icro-m illed surface. D ue to the relatively thin m olten pool, m ost o f the
m icro-m illed scallops w ould rem ain after the L pP process. As a result, the
surface im provem ent w as lim ited in the shallow m olten regim e, w here less
than 15% in R a reduction w as achieved on a 50pm m icro-m illed sample.
H ow ever, the polishing quality o f the shallow m olten regim e was found
largely dependent on the lateral periodic size o f the surface geom etry. In
polishing a 33 pm

m icro-m illed surface, the

surface roughness w as

successfully reduced from R a 499nm to 301nm (39.7% im provem ent).
5. In C hapter 4, the effect o f several m ajor L pP process param eters, including
the effect o f focal offset, num ber o f repetitive passes, and the applied laser
pow er, w as investigated. The focal offset w as found to be the m ost crucial
param eter the L pP process, and w ould define the polishing regim e o f a L pP
process is operating in.
6. The influence o f the initial surface geom etry w ere sum m arized into tw o
effective param eters: the effect o f the initial roughness (i.e. the periodic
height o f the m icro-m ill scallop), and the effect o f the lateral size o f the
surface geom etry (i.e. the periodic distance o f the m icro-m ill scallop). The
initial roughness was found to have the greatest influence on the L pP
quality. Due to the am plitude gain in the low er spatial frequency dom ain,
the L pP process in this thesis w as found applicable only to polish surface
geom etries that had roughness greater than 300nm R a.
7. O n the other hand, the effect o f the lateral size o f a surface geom etry w as
dependent on the polishing param eter that w as applied. The bulge form ation
param eter w as found effective in dem olishing the scallop structures, and is
therefore could polish independently from the scallop size. In contrast, the
shallow m olten param eter is largely influenced by the lateral geom etric size,
and is found applicable only in polishing periodic structures less than 50pm .
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8. 2D L pP analysis w as perform ed in C hapter 5 and had presented a strong
correlation betw een the ID and the 2D LpP process. If a polishing
param eter in ID L pP w ould im prove the surface roughness, likewise the
param eter w ould be suitable in the 2D L pP process. This thereby confirm s
the ID L pP analysis could have been a sim ple and effective prelim inary
analysis to investigate and to select the required L pP processing param eter.
9. In C hapter 5, the new polishing param eter, the overlapping percentile, was
analyzed on a 33 pm step m icro-m illed surface. The overlapping percentile
is a ratio betw een the trajectory step and the m olten diam eter on the
w orkpiece. In this investigation, analysis found that different overlapping
percentile should have been applied to different polishing regim es.
10. The bulge form ation param eter should operate in the higher overlapping
percentile regim e, o f at least 80%. In this processing param eter, the bulge
form ation could generate large asperities w hen a low overlapping percentile
w as applied. H ow ever, w hen a large overlap w as applied, the asperity
height low ers. Therefore, to apply the bulge form ation param eter in the
polishing process, a large overlapping percentile w as found necessary. In
this analysis, a surface roughness had reduced from R a 747nm to 206nm
(72.5% im provem ent), w hen polishing at a 96.8% overlapping percentile.
This corresponds to a processing rate o f 20.8m in/cm .
11. The shallow m olten param eter, on the other hand, was found effective in
polishing at the low er overlapping percentile. The shallow m olten param eter
does not generate large asperities in the polishing process. Therefore, in
contrast to the bulge form ation param eter, the shallow m olten param eter
could still achieve a good finishing even at the low er overlapping
percentiles. In this analysis, a surface roughness w as reduce from R a 746nm
to 479nm (35.79% im provem ent) w ith a 68.3% overlapping percentile. This
corresponds to a processing rate o f 2.08m in/cm .
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12. 2D LjaP analysis w as also perform ed on a 200pm m icro-m illed surface, and
results w ere com pared w ith the 33pm m icro-m illed surface. Com paratively,
the bulge form ation param eter could successfully polish both surface
structures, w here the shallow m olten param eter w ould w orsen the 200pm
periodic geom etry. This thereby strengthens the findings in the ID analysis:
the bulge polishing param eter could operate independently from the lateral
geom etry size o f the initial surface, w here the shallow m olten param eter is
applicable only on surface structures w ith lateral geom etry size that are
sm aller than 50pm .
13. Finally, the best achieved 2D L pP geom etry on A ISI H I 3 tool steel was
presented in C hapter 5. A tw o-phase LP process w as perform ed: starting
w ith the grinded surface o f 1.3 pm R a, a continuous w ave laser polishing
approach w as perform ed to polish the surface dow n to 191nm R a. L pP was
then preform ed on the continuous w ave polished surface, w here the
param eters applied w as the bulge form ation param eter obtained during the
2D LpP analysis on the m icro-m illed sample. O perating at the 88.6%
overlapping percentile, the L p P process had achieved an optical quality
surface o f R a 72nm . N otably, the applied L pP param eter had achieved
different polishing quality on the m icro-m illing and on the continuous w ave
laser polished surface. This m ay suggest the A ISI H I 3 m aterial properties
have been altered in the C W LP process. Thereby, to further investigate this
phenom enon,

therm al

m odeling

and

m aterial

analysis

recom m ended in future analysis to anticipate this difference.

is

strongly
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6.2 Conclusions
The follow ing conclusions can be draw n from the analyses perform ed in this thesis.
The L pP process polishes a surface geom etry by m elting and redistributing a thin layer o f
m olten m aterial on the surface. Statistical analyses perform ed found this polishing
process w as m ost effective in reducing surface roughness at the higher spatial
frequencies. H ow ever, as the process m elts and redistributes the m olten m aterial, it
increases the roughness in the low er spatial frequency regim e. This observation supports
the notion that during the m elting process the high spatial frequency com ponents are
redistributed into the low er spatial frequency dom ain.
D epending on the pow er and the focal offset applied, the L pP process w as also
found to have tw o operating regim es: a bulge form ation regim e, and a shallow m olten
regim e. Through experim entation the process param eters for bulge form ation w ere found
to produce the best polished surfaces. This polishing param eter could com pletely
elim inate the

scallops

form ed by the

m icro-m illing

stage, and therefore could

satisfactorily sm ooth any given initial surface geom etry. U nfortunately, this param eter
group introduced a large am plitude gain in the low er spatial frequency range. C autionary
param eter tuning is therefore required to control the roughness gain and reduction in the
low and high spatial frequency dom ains. In contrast, the process param eters associated
w ith the shallow m olten regim e w ere observed to im prove the sm oothness o f the surface
geom etry w ithout significantly increasing the am plitude at the low er spatial frequencies.
H ow ever, the polishing quality given in the shallow m olten param eter was found to be
dependent on the surface m icro-geom etries, and w as capable o f polishing a given surface
only if the m icro-geom etry size w as less than 50pm .
The polishing approaches o f the tw o L pP operating regim es on a 2D surface were
also found to exhibit this difference. The bulge form ing param eter w ould achieve the best
surface finish, but only w ith a high percentage o f overlap in the polishing trajectory.
W hen a low er overlapping percentile w as applied, the shallow m olten param eter could
produce the m ore superior surface finishing. Therefore, depending on the processing tim e
and surface requirem ents, different polishing approaches could have been applied.
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6.3 Recommendations
R ecom m endations to future analysis w ere divided into the follow ing categories:
i.

The bulge form ation had dem onstrated a significant influence in this thesis.
U nderstanding its dynam ics,

and potentially elim inating the

‘dom e’

structure o f the bulge form ing, could have been a crucial analysis to achieve
a hom ogeneous ultra-sm ooth surface in the future work. Therefore, to
investigate the bulging process, therm al-dynam ic and fluid-dynam ic m odels
w ith consideration o f the beam profile are recom m ended for future analysis.
ii.

A nother aspect that w as not encountered in this research w ork w as the
m aterial analysis after a L pP process. To quantify surface im provem ent in
all aspect, properties such as m icrohardness, corrosion resistance, and
surface glossiness should be exam ined in the future analysis. In alloyed
m aterial, the grain size and the phase structure should also be investigated.

iii.

Investigating L pP on various m aterials is also recom m ended. In future
analysis, these m aterials are not lim ited to m etallic surfaces, but should also
be applicable on polym ers and glass surfaces.

iv.

M ost im portantly, the effect o f L pP polishing trajectory, including the
trajectory pattern and the trajectory orientation w ith respect to a surface
geom etry, is highly recom m ended in future analysis. The difference
betw een a 2D and a3D polishing trajectory should also be investigated.

v.

Lastly, the surface geom etry is proven to be influential in the L pP process.
H ow ever, since the functional goal o f L pP w as to sm oothen the surface
geom etry through m aterial redistribution, this w ork had linearly correlated
the before and after polishing surface geom etries in the L pP process, where
L pP w as considered as a linear tim e-invariant single-input single-output
dynam ic transfer process. T his could open future research topic to
statistically m odel, m onitor, optim ize and to control the L pP process.
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A

A p p en d ix

A.l Matlab Code for calculating the ISO 11562 Gaussian filtering profile
fu n ction
leng
eps
alpha

[I,R,W]

= W YKOGaussianFiIter{W YKOData,Axis,CutoffLength,DeltaXY)

= length(WYKOData);
= le-3;
= s q r t(lo g (2)/ p i ());

s = D eltaX Y /{C utoffL ength*alpha);
m = ceil{sqrt{log(s/(D eltaX Y *eps) ) / p i ( ) ) /s
v = e x p { - p i {) * s * s ) ;
beta2 = v*v;
for

i = 1 : 1 : leng
W{ 1 : 2 , i ) = [ A x i s { i )

+1);

s*WYKOData(i) ] ;

end
for

k =
s =
v =
for

1 : ( m- 1 )
s*v;
v*beta2;
i = l:l:len g
W{ 2 , i ) = W( 2 , i )

+ s*{WYKOData(max( i - k , 1 ) ) + W Y K 0 D a t a (m i n ( i+ k ,l e n g ))) ;

end
end
for

end
end

i = 1 : 1 : leng
1 ( 1 : 2 , i) = [A x is {i )
R (1 : 2 , i ) = [ A x i s ( i )

WYKOData( i )
];
(WYKOData( i ) - W( 2 , i ) ) ] ;

